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Kentucky Windage

ONE OF KENTUCKY'S
SETTER WEEKLY PAPERS

TWO SECTIONS

Th• New• has soon awards tor
every Year it has been
submitted in Judging contests.

Vol. 38

(By P. W.)
One of the most sincere friends we have
had in Fulton — and one whose friendship
we made years ago when we first arrived
and have enjoyed ever since, is that of Jim
Pryor. For some 20 years Jim Pryor has
been the agricultural agent of the Illinois
Central Railroad in Western Kentucky and
has written a regular column for his work,
and his informative column has been a regular feature of The News.
It was with a great feeling of sadness
that this week we should receive a long personal letter from Jim, advising us that he
has left his old slot at Mayfield and is moving to Marion, Illinois and is now carrying
on his work up there with the ICRR-owned
Madison Coal Corporation. Jim pointed out
that for 118 years the IC maintained an agricultural and forestry promotion department
in this area. A portion of his letter will be
found elsewhere in this issue.
Jim has a lot of good friends around here
(besides us) who will miss him. He not only
did his job very capably, but also he was a
personally likable kind of a guy to boot. And
I am sure that nowhere will he be missed
more than right out at the Bernie McNeil
home on Pea Ridge, where Jim and his very
attractive family enjoyed many a carefree
weekend, browsing around on some of Bernie's extended land holdings. (Mrs. Pryor is
Bernie's daughter).
So the best of everything to you, Jim
Pryor. We will always have many pleasant
recollections of you and "Down on the
Farm."
The Union City Chamber of Commerce
(Continued On Page Six)
Jottings from - -

Jo's

Fulton,

42041, Fulton County, Kentucky

rRIUMPHANT TRIO: (From left) Jeff Lester, Arch
Huddleston and Bobby Lee Garrison proudly display the
trophies that
they won last Sunday in the First Annual "Duffer's
" Tournament at the Hickman Country Club. Lester won
the second
Flight, Hucktleston the Championship flight and
Garrison the
"Cheater's" flight. The affair was a big success
and attracted
aolfers from all neighboring States.

The 1970 "Amigo" program
of the International Banana
Festival is still in the process
of being firmed up, according
to Joe Sanders, program chairman. "But", Sanders told a
News reporter Wednesday, "we
do have an outline worked out,
and all we are waiting on now
is contact with Mrs. Florence
Bal/esteros in Quito to see what
she has been able to put together."
Sanders told The News that
his committee was asking for
approximately 18 South American students (Amigos) this
year. Plans call for having the
students arrive here about August 30th, spend a few days
here, take a trip to Louisville
like they did last year, then
return here for the balance of
their stay.
The total time the Amigos
spend in Fulton would be about
10 days.

Wheat Vote

Ts Postponed
To October

(By Joel McPherson)
A proposal to commit the City of Fulton to a
$900 payment toward the salary of an Animal
Control Officer (Dog Catcher) was the highlight
of the Commissioners Meeting of the City of Fulton Monday night, July 27. "We need," stated
City Manager Sturman Mackey, "to provide for
the control and humane care of the dogs" that
are running around town unsupervised. The $900
commitment is to be matched by another 8900
committed by the City of Hickman in order to
establish, construct, and maintain an animal control system in Fulton County,
Mayor Nelson Tripp commented that he has "had numerous calls complaining about
dogs turning over trash cans
and one thing after another. I
think this ordinance is something we need to think about."
Commissioner J. D. Hales then
cited several cases of persons
in his neighborhood who have
to drive to visit their neighbors
living only "three or four
houses away" in order to be

safe from the . neighborhod
dogs. Hales cited another case
of a little girl who, during
school days, rides to school
with his wife. He stated that
the little girl's father has to
(Five her 100 yards to the Hale
residence in order to keep her
safe from the dogs.
City Manager Mackey then
announced, "I discussed with
Judge Menees and Joe Simpson

(City Manager of Hickman)
methods for the relief of the
nuisance of dogs in the City of
Hickman and here in Fulton."
lie added. "Hickman has approved the committment of
MO for one Animal Control Officer." Questioned as to the
site of thesproposed dog pound,
Mackey said, "The facility has
been tentatively planned for
construction on County property."
Mackey explained that his
proposal was in need of acceptance by the Commission in
order to only further the discussion of the. problem with the
Hickman officials. The willingness of both parties to commit
the $900 is needed before an
ordinance enacting the program could be drawn. The proposed, non-binding offer to
commit the sum requested to
help fund the proposed animal
control system was unanimously accepted by the Commissioners. It was the general
feeling of the Commission that
(Continued on Page Six)

Secretary
of Agriculture,
Clifford M. Hardin, has announced postponement of the
National Wheat Referendum
previously scheduled for July
27-31, according to Roy Bard
Chairman of the Fulton County
Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation (ASC) CommitIT'S COOLER THIS WAY! Mack Workman "cools
off" in the
tee. The action was authorized
swimming pool under the intake pipe. Mack is the
son of Mr. and by Congress.
Mrs. Joe Workman, 707 Walnut St.
The postponement permits
the USDA to delay holding the
referendum not later than
October 15, 1970, or 30 days
after Congress adjourns, whichever date is earlier.

SBA Representative
Coming To Paducah

Hickman, Ky.—As this issue comes to
you today,I will be observing a birthday, an
accumulation of so many years I don't want
to think about them, much less report them
in cold, glaring type.
I think there's something sad about
passing the half-century mark. For one
thing, actuarily speaking, it reminds me that
I have lived better than two-thirds of the
life alloted to me. I think I said this last year,
which means the thought gets worse each
year.
Another is that, regardless of a youthful
temperament, and all attempts to keep the
years from showing,some little gruesome reminder always pops up to make my "forever
young" philosophy just blow into thin air.

My generation gap dilemma was made
even worse when Mary Jo called one of her
guests "Mr. Lester." Kidding her a little bit
I reminded her that she was an adult now
and though Jeff Lester was a few years older, it was certainly proper to call him by his
first name.
'Mother,"she reminded me,"he was my
teacher when I was in the seventh grade.
He'll always be the 'Mr. Lester' that I look-
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18 Amigos Are
Expected For Commission Studies Dog Control,
Bids For New School Building
'70 Festival

Notebook

Last Friday night Paul and I, and my
daughter Mary Jo and her husband Mike
Butts, had a little party for Cindy MacLaren
and Charlie Terrett, who will be married on
Saturday.
We asked each guest to bring along a
musical instrument so we could do some
barber shop singing after a buffet dinner was
served.
Well, with Paul at the piano and Jeff
Lester strumming on his auto-harp, Charlie
Terrett picking at his guitar, Cindy blowing
on her bag-pipes (honestly) and Becky
Goalder blowing on something that looked
like a fog-horn, I asked Paul to play my oldtime, old-time favorite, "When You Were A
Tulip."
Would you believe that not a human being at the party could hum a line of it, much
less sing the words. Why, they never even
heard of "Daisy," "On a Bicycle Built For
Two," or even "Alexander's Ragtime Band."
It's heart-rending; its sad; it's gruesome.
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ON THE HIGH BOARD; Sunny Dip Swimming
Pool is a favorite place for cooling relaxation these hot
days, as the above
group will testify. They are ready to take their
turns on the high
diving board.

A representative of the Small
Business Administration will
be at that Agency's part-time
office in the City Hall on the
Second Floor, Paducah, Kentucky, on Aug. 6, as announced by R. B. Blankenship, SBA
District Director. The office,
operated on a semi-monthly
basis every first and third
Thursday, and will be open
9:00 a. M. to 3:00 p. m.

Ice Cream Supper

STRATEGY SESSION - Dan K. Taylor, left, F
for Bucks for Ford" dinner, and Joe Wood of
recently polished off final details of the county
Aug. 7 at the Owensboro Sportscenter, is design
Ford, who is an announced candidate for the
James 0. Butts is the other Fulton County co-

Reverend Bill Smalling is
today announcing that the
South Fulton United Methodist
Church will sponsor an icecream supper on the church
grounds, Saturday, August 8th.
There will be home made icecream and cake hot-dogs and
It's Beans for Bucks for
cold drinks.
(From The Hickman Courier)
(Ed's Note: The following article from the Serving will start at 5:00 Ford for Governor time. Appointed
County ticket
Union City Daily Messenger was brought into p. m and last until all is sold. co-chairmFulton
en for the Aug. 7 afthe Courier office on Monday by Donald Rupert,
fair
at the Owensboro Sports.
CAMP TRAINING
a member of the Oil, Chemical and Atomic Work- About 1,000 US Army Re- center are James 0. Butts and
Dan
servists
Taylor, both of Fulton,
K.
in
the
3d
& 4th Briers at the Hickman division of the Carborundum gades
of Kentucky's 100th who expect several Fulton
Company.
Training Division are preparing Countians to attend the camto leave for Ft. Jackson, S. C. paign money-raising affair.
While he did not deny that reported during the
current where they will spend two
Ford's friends in Owensboro
some union members may have strike against
Kinkead Indus- weeks training from August and Daviess County,
led by
been involved in violent acts
(Continued on Page Five)
1st to 15th.
State Senator Delbert Murphy,

Union Denies Blame For
Wrongdoing In Union City

FOUNDER OF THE FULTON COUNTY OIL COMPA
NY - - -

ulton County ticket co-chairman for the "Beans
Owensboro, publicity chairman for the event,
ticket sale campaign. The affairs, to be held
ed to raise campaign funds for Lt. Gov. Wendell
Democratic nomination for governor next May.
chairman.

Dan Taylor, Jim Butts Are Named
County Ticket Chairmen For Ford
have organized the affair to
raise campaign funds for U.
Gov, Wendell Ford, who is an
FORD RALLY
announced candidate for the
There
will be a bus leaving
Democratic
nomination for
Clinton, Ky., at 1:00 p. m. Frigovernor next May.
day afternoon, August 7th, for
Butts and Taylor are among the
Wendell Ford rally at
42 county ticket chairmen and Owensboro
.
co-chairmen named this week
Anyone who is interested in
by Murphy, who is anticipating going
may contact
Owen
a crowd of more than 2,000 Gardner,
sheriff of Hickman,
dinner guests at 6 p. m. on the Ky.,
and also ticket chairman
Friday date,
for the rally.
The cost is $600 for the
round trip.
All Ford campaigners are
urged to come and support
their candidate.

Pies Fields Sells Oil Company Interests, "Retires"?

••••
(by Jo Wirstpheting)
an "inactive business" status of the late W. J. Fields
Lt. Gov. Ford will be the
and
the
Ples'
brother.
Ernest
the
In
time to be with his family. In principal speaker
Plea Fields, a man whose for awhile, for already he has
and it is anlate Petty Roper Fields. As a late 1940's Mr. Crostic sold his 1935
he married the former ticipated by the event
name is synonymous with Ful- had attractive offers to go into
commityouth he attended the one-room interest in the company to his Mary
Jo McNeill. They have tee that Ford will lay
ton County's business, social other business ventures.
another
school about a half mile from grandsons Ardel Fields and one son.
and political life, last week
Dr.
Robert
Fields
who plank in his platform at this
For a few months at least, where he was born. The school
Floyd Green. Last week Ples is in residence at the Kennedy
soW his interest in the Fulton this distinguished and portly
meeting, likely dealing with
was named for the Roper fam- sold his interest to Ardel Fields General
County Oil Company, which gentleman will probably reHospital in Memphis the matter of law and order.
ily and Pies recalls that his and the company is now solely specializi
be founded In April 1938.
ng in general surmember some of his early bus- first school teacher there was owned
Tickets being distributed in
by Ernest and Ardel gery. The younger Fields have
On advising the Courier of iness years when he was an
the 23 counties in he First DisMiss Mary Annie McDaniel, Fields.
two little girls, Mary Ellen, trict and 10
the transaction Pies said with enterprising service station
counties in the
who later became the wife of
Asked if he would have time two and one-half years old and
tongue-in-cheek, "I'm retiring operator for a large
Second District cost $25 apiece
oil com- another school teacher called on his hands now that he
is out Susan Lee, just one month old. for a
after 32 years in the business." pany. His business acumen
plate of beans, and an
Elvis J. Stahr. He attended of the business world, at least
There was justification for the was so outstanding that
And you know how grand- opportunity to
an ofmeet the candigood humor behind the re- fer from the Texaco Company Cayce school and in 1924 came temporarily, Pies said: "It's fathers are about little girls date and hear
him speak.
to live in Hickman to make good to be out from under the
mark, for this active, energetic to become distribute
.
.
so
Pies
and
Mary
Jo
will
The
dinner committee is
r of their his own way and to pursue the daily routine of operating
a be "commuting" a great deal staying
and enthusiastic man could no products was seriously
out
of
con- business opportunities avail- business. but I know that I
counties in the
will to Memphis.
more be a retiree than he could sidered and then accepted
Second District where there
by able to a hard-working young miss seeing a lot of my good
Idly putter around the house, the young fellow who
A sometimes golfer, Plea are political contests
had pre- man.
this Nofriends and customers as often says that he plans to do a litwhich he told this reporter is viously operated
vember. The reason for bya grocery
When Pies founded the Ful- as I did when I was with the
not on his agenda for his hop- store, a sandwich
tle
fishing
and
keep
in
touch passing 12 counties in the Secshop and ton County Oil Company he company."
ed-for, leisurely days in the other interests before going
with some of his other outside ond District is
into ventured into the business with
a court of apPlea Fields, whose first name interests. During his
future.
business peals race.
the petroleum industry, farm- all the personal financial
re- is shortened from Pleasant, career he became
The truth of the matter is ing and other
active in
Butts is president of Office
business ven- sources at his command. Later the name of
his great-great the Kentucky Petroleum Mark- Outfitters
that Mr. Fields is not "retir- tures.
, Inc., and a member
an interest in the business was grandfather
Robert Nelson eting Association , and re- of the
ing," he is only going to be on
Robert Pies Fields is the son sold to W. J. Crostic
board of directors of
and to Pleasant, will also find more
(Continued an Page Six)
(Continued an Page Six)
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PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers

IDOLGI'S COE HER
THREE GATES

"Open Letter To Man" Is An Expression
Whose Time Has Come To Be Circulated
In this era of preoccupation
with sex and nudity under the
guise of freedom of expression, a
simple letter written to man about
the image of womanhood is creating a lot of interest throughout
the country.
Some radio personalities such
as Los Angeles' famous Dick Wittinghill have read it repeatedly on
their radio programs. Newspapers
and magazines, both religious and
secular, are reprinting it. And private citizens are copying it for
distribution to their friends.
This is what "Open Letter to
Man" says:
'I am a woman.
'I am your wife, your sweetheart, your mother, your daughter, your sister . .. your friend.
I NEED HELP.
"I was created to give to the
world GENTLENESS, UNDERSTANDING,
SERENITY,
BEAUTY AND LOVE. I am finding it increasingly difficult to fulfill my purpose.
"Many people in advertising,
motion pictures, television and
radio have ignored my inner
qualitites and have repeatedly
used me ONLY as a symbol of
SEX
"This humiliates me; it destroys my dignity; it prevents me
from being what YOU want me to
be - an example of"Beauty, Inpiration and love"Love for my children, love
for my husband, love of my God
and country.
"I need your help to restore
me to my true position. to ALLOW me to filfill the PURPOSE
FOR WHICH I WAS CREATED.
"I know you will find a way."
This letter was written about
ten years ago by songwriter Sy
Miller and his wife, the former acress, Jill Jackson. But it wasn't
until "Open Letter to Man" was
discovered shortly over a year ago

A Lot Of Work - But Worth It
(by J. R. Miller, Commissioner)
The 1969 "Kentucky Agricultural Statistics" is now printed
and being distributed to various
individuals and agencies.
This annual publication, is
one of the most useful publications prepared on Kentucky agriculture. It is published by the U.
S. Department of Agriculture
Statistical Reporting Service and
the Kentucky Department of
Agriculture's Division of Markets.
As the title suggests, many
types of data pertaining to and
relating to, agriculture are covered in this book. This includes
weather, growing conditions,
planting dates, real estate information, plus of course data on
crop and livestock numbers.
Every crop or livestock enterprise
of any significance is surveyed.
From a statistical standpoint,
the "Kentucky Agricultural StaSecond-class postage paid at Futtort. Ky.
12041
Address all mail (subscriptions, change of
address. Forms 3879) to Post Office Box 307
Fulton, Kentucky 42041
Subscription Rates: $3.00 per year In Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Oblon
and Weakley Counties, Tenn. Elsewhere
throughout the United States $4.00 per year.
Kentucky Subscribers must add 5% Sake
Tax.
Successor of various weekly papiwe h, Pullin
the first of which was founded In 1880.
Published Fifty Thursdays of The Year at
209 Commercial Ave. Fulton, Ky. 42041
Voted one of Kentucky's "Rest All Amend"
Weekly Papers.

If you are tempted to reveal
A tale to you someone has told
About another, make it pass,
Before you speak, three gates of gold.
These narrow gates: First, "Is it true?"
Then, "Is it needful?" In your mind
Give a truthful answer. And the next
Is last and narrowest,"Is it kind?"
And if to reach your lips at last
It passes through these gateways three,
Then you may tell the tale, nor fear
What the result of the speech may be.

Musings From

The Philosopher
For some time I have hesitated to tell the readers of this
column how ignorant the people of Fidelity actually were.
Why, there was not a highschool diploma in the whole
area, and not even an eighthgrade one, but a good many
people could have qualified for
the latter if an examination
had been available. Needless
to say, nobody had ever seen
a college diploma certifying
four full years beyond high
school had been attained. And,
to make matters worse, we had
lots of people who did not know
A from B, or B from bull's
foot, either. My, weren't we
ignorant!
But, before you jump to too

many conclusions, let me tell
you some more about the education of my contemporaries.
We were no worse than thousands of country areas. Literacy
is not always a fair test to apply to any generation, especially pioneer or semipioneer
or semipioneer communities.
In books and formal learning,
we certainly had little to brag
about. But still there were
things that even the very ignorant ones knew, things that
most of us now would find difficult to do. Why, dozens of the
men and boys could have carried a corner at a barn or
house raising, that is, they
could have stood up on the
corner of the rising building
and chopped the logs to fit perfectly together. And a fair
number of men could have
made almost any sort of needed household equipment: complete beds, looms, chairs,
tables. A few workers in
metals could weld iron and repair the simple machinery that
we owned. The most poetic
such fellow was the village
blacksmith, who specialized, as
did all blacksmiths, in shoeing
horses. Wouldn't you hate to
receive right now an assignment to shoe a dozen horses in
the next day or two?

by the Rev. Francis J. Caffrey of
the Maryknoll Fathers that it received widespread circulation.
Father Caffrey was so impressed with the letter that he got
the Millers' permission to reproduce it. From that humble grass
roots beginning, "Open Letter to
Man" has developed its own quiet
under-ground movement protestFrom The Arabian
ing the degradation of women as
mere sex objects. Many prominent
chanter of fairy tales, the ma- murder — subterranean search
businessmen and entertainment
gician in the black robe and that leads to rock discotheques,
personalities have assisted Father
FULTON'S
pointed hat and wand? Or was a pep-pill ring and a pornohe the king and prophet of old graphil film company.
Caffrey in his efforts to help relegends of Brittany and Wales?
store woman's proper image of
How did a man reputed to be
GUNSMOKE LAW, by Wade
love, beauty and dignity in our
the bastard son of the Prince Hamilton. The farmhouse was
contemporary society.
of Darkness, and condemned to burnt to the ground. Even the
BY LUCY DANIEL
death as a child of the Devil, fenceposts had been ripped
R. D. Funk, Managing Editor
become the chief architect of down—and there was no sign
occasionfriends
"I
visit
my
binding
novel
of
romance,
adMonica
(California)
of the Santa
the first United Britain? All
Buck Mcthe book lov- venture and suspense. The these questions and more are of Wad Matthews.
Evening Outlook was among the ally," remarked
Kee was to have met his sideer, "merely for the purpose of heroine is Anna Brett, a young answered in this book.
kick, Tortilla Joe, at Matfirst to tell the story of the Mil- looking over my library."
woman who has been raised
thews' farm. Now ranchhand
lers', Father Caffrey and "Open
by her strong-willed maiden
WINDSONG, by Nicholas from the Circle 5 is guarding
COUNTDOWN, by Frank G. aunt in an historic mansion in Gargarin. This is Hal's story. the land, and McKee has to
Letter to Man" in his column.
And the women were not
a prosperious English seaport.
a
distance,
Slaughter.
From
It
is about his love for a girl use his ingenuity to find out ignoramuses, either. Most of
"Open
Letter"
has
Since then the
Anna
seemed
destined
to
follow
City is a land of
named Flo and about his what has happened to his two them could piece quilts and
been reproduced and circulated Spaceport
milk and honey. A paradise of her aunt's footsteps into a se- search for himself. Love and
quilt them. They could knit
widely in the U. S., in some for- sprawling homes and pools cure but unrewarding spinster- search are intertwined. Hal friends.
stockings and socks for the
hood
when
a
series
of
recars.
Close
up
it
is
and
flashy
first meets Flo just as he is
eign countries and is on its way
A CLEARING IN THE FOG, whole family. They could make
bizarre; an unreal world of versals led her to take a posi- about to graduate from St. by Dana Macomber. Al- rag carpets from the first of
to expanding its message of com- restless,
uprooted women and tion as governess in the home Paul's School and falls des- though Adele had been missing this elaborate process—tearing
mon decency throughout the driven men, where sex is an- of the town's richest and most peratly in love with her that for more than a year, she still carpet rags—through all the
other party game and alcohol powerful families. Then things summer on a boat to Europe. threatened and possessed the succeeding steps of having a
world.
the common household remedy began to happen.
lives of the five people she new carpet for the front room.
"Open Letter to Man" is a for tension and loneliness. Dr.
THE CASE OF THE PRO- had touched most deeply: The They could can and dry fruit,
simple, powerful message chal- Michael Barnes gets an oppor- THE CRYSTAL CAVE, by DIGAL DAUGHTER, by Chris- urbane
and fascinating Scriven could cook most foods rather
lenging today's animalistic, sex- tunity for some first-hand ob- Mary Stewart. Almost every- topher Bush. An urgent plea had become a virtual recluse; well, could make do with very
servations
when
he
returns
afone
knows
Merlin
as
the
dark
from
Lady
Marport
to
find
Anna, his sister, appeared on meager equipment and wood
oriented image of womanhood. ter eight years.
brooding figure mysteriously her missing seventeen-year-old the verge of a complete break- stoves. To know now what they
It's difficult today for a girl or
associated with Camelot and daughter
plunges
Ludovic down;
Congressman
Hank learned from their mothers
THE SECRET WOMAN, by King Arthur's court. But who- Travers into Soho's sordid un- Davenport and his wife, Emily and other older women, it
young woman to believe anyone
Victoria
Holt. This is a spell- was Merlin? Was he the en- derworld of blackmail, drugs seemed locked in a marriage would be necessary to spend
really cares about morality, femiseveral terms in a good college
ninity and virtue in our society.
where home economics is a
But the challenge is simply stated
Nugent and Eugene Waggoner, both of Crutch- highly respected portion of the
for all to meet, "I know you will
curriculum.
Only very rarely
FROM THE FILES:—
field.
did the women even suspect
find a way."
that they knew something valuTurning
The invitation to help find
able. A small portion of the
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
the way is open to all. Copies of
group could do marvels in creJULY
24,
1925
ating cakes; it is still a dethe "Open Letter" are available
Dr. Henry Alexander of Fulton has been light to find that the traditional
free of charge. Simply send your
of making cakes is
elected President of the Kenn-Tenn Shrine Club knowledge
TWENTY YEARS AGO
name and address, plus the numhighly regarded at Fidelity.
succeeding E. Dobson of Hickman.
JULY 21, 1950
Great-grand nieces of the cooks
ber of copies desired to: Open
I first knew have kept the
Letter, The Solo Cup Foundation,
T. K. Williams, superintendent of the Ken"The automobile is an enemy of society, tak- family recipes and have baked
7431 East End Avenue, Chicago, tucky Division of the Illinois Central has
such cakes as we dream about
been
Illinois 60649. A supply of the transferred to Memphis, Tenn., as division man- ing the college student away from home people, but all too rarely see or taste.
providing
a
temptation to evil ways, and flatten- These are practical things,
Open Letter will be sent free of ager there. He replaces E. H. Buelow.
ing the family purse," says a Chicago professor. but we had to live first before
charge to be passed along to
we could attain to some higher
friends and acquaintances.
things. Our sole "temple of
The motorcade of "Fats" Everett will end its
James Clem chief of Police at Harlan, was learning,"
politician's
next Wednesday afternoon tour at the West Ken- shot and killed while trying to arrest another on phrases, wasin the
a one-roomed
tistics is the official crop and tucky-Tenessee Fair at the Fulton fairgrounds, a shooting charge.
school. Rather oddly, the very
livestock report for Kentucky. where candidate Everett will stop and visit.
methods used at Fidelity
School at the turn of the cenGreat effort is put forth to make
Miss Wilma Irene Parrish and Mr. Clint E. tury are widely
advertised
these reports complete and acJess Fields on Highway 51, one mile north of Reeds were married Wednesday in Martin by now as something new and
cruate, for inaccurate figures are Fulton, has completed the construction of two Rev. J. V.Freeman, Pastor of the First
My own grandchilMethodist startling.
dren are being taught almost
worse than no figures at all.
fine stock water and fish ponds in cooperation Church of Fulton, they will make their home in exactly
as I was taught, sevenOne phase of crop and live- with the Fulton County Soil Conservation Dis- Fulton.
ty years ago and more. Some
stock reporting service that has trict. These ponds were constructed by M.L. Mcyears ago three college profesalways impressed me is the many Dade, contractor of the equipment to meet the
For the first time in the history of road sors made a lot of money with
that presented literadedicated volunteer reporters who specifications of the district in dam width, slope building in West Kentucky, concrete is being textbooks
ture in a great new way. I
serve throughout the State. With- height and depth and width of spillway.
poured to make a hard surface highway. The suspect that their royalties
out the help of thousands of volroad under construction is highway 51 between from these books exceeded all
the money they have drawn as
unteers, the cost of gathering all
Dr. Ward Bushart, newly-installed President Fulton and Wickliffe.
salaries in famous universities.
of this data would be almost pro- of the Fulton Rotary Club, announced the apI have often wondered whether
hibitive.
pointment of new committees for the Club year
one of the three may not have
SEVENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
got some of his new ideas from
Producers, processors, hand- ending July 1, 1951. Rev. C. H. Warren is general
In Fulton County
the very teachers who taught
(FROM THE FILES OF THE HICKMAN COURIER)
lers, retailers—all who share in chairman of the Club Service Committee, with
at Fidelity, for he was born in
the products of agriculture must the following sub committees and their heads:
JULY 26, 1895
my home county and must
be informed about yields and pro- Gus Bard, attendance chairman; Paul Hornbeak,
have
had his early education
Manufacturers have advanced the price of
shaped
by the very methods
duction, numbers, prices, trends classifications chairman; Ernest Fall, Joe Davis nails to 50c a keg.
that I grew up with. Yes, we
and other aspects of the industry. and Leon Browder,fellowship committee; Clyde
were rather in.i,
-,ccant at
Without accurate data, our entire Williams, Sr., Rotary Magazine chairman; Paul
The City Council of Mayfield has passed an Fidelity: we had little formal
marketing system would be con- Westpheling and Randall Burcham, membership ordinance making it a misdemeanor to
education, we hardly ever had
ring the seen a diploma
of any sort, we
fusion.
chairman; Rev. C. H. Warren, General Chairman; town bell except in the case of fire.
lived away over on the side of
Paul Westpheling and Gordon Baird, Publicity,
the world, hemmed in by the
co-chairmen; Gordon Baird, Rotary information;
A few nails judiciously driven in some of wide Tennessee River and
BIBLE DIGEST
small streams. But, rather odand E. E. Williamson, sergeant-at-arms.
the plank walks in the city would save more ex- dly
and unbelievable, we had
"Let not your heart be troubpensive repairs a little later on and do away with some remarkable riches of
led: ye believe in God believe also
Hopes for a children's playground in the dangerously loose planks.
knowledge, whether traditional
or learned from books.
in me. In my Father's house are heart of the city were dispersed, Tuesday, with
many mansions, if it were not so the purchase of Carr Park by Maxwell McDade,
The populace of Fulton and Hickman Counthat had
into a contest
I would have told you." John 14:1 prominent local contractor.
ties are holding a two day convention in Moscow of mutualturned
torment; then there
Heaven is a place of release
beginning yesterday, they will doubtless nomi- was Lucas Motte, the improband recognition for all who recogable young minister, whose
Charles M. Stirling, seaman recruit, USN of nate a candidate for representative.
blithe facade never quite hid
nized Christ down here.
Route 4, Fulton is undergoing recruit training at
the haunted man inside.
the world's largest Training Center, Great Lakes,
Any stray cows found on the streets will be
Ill. Upon completion he will be assigned to a unit impounded.
WOMAN'S OWN BOOK OF
"I have blotted out, as a thick of fleet.
FLOWER ARRANGEMENTS.
With
2loud, thy transgressions, and, as a
simple, clear text and
The new rolls for the Powell and Sons Flour
cloud, thy sins: return unto me;
Included in the University of Kentucky's Mill arrived Wednesday and will be placed in beautiful illustrations—many in
color—this is the ideal book for
for I have redeemed thee." current summer session enrollment of 3,392 are position at once ready for fall trade,
stated Mr. both the beginner and the exIsaiah 44:22
eleven students from Fulton County.
pert flower arranger. While
Eversol, the miller.
elementary points are dealt
Many times the Lord is far
Students from Fulton County now enrolled
with in detail, there are also
more willing to forgive our sins are William Byrd, Betty Davis, Jerry Jones,
Captain George Carrel who has been in the plenty of helpful suggestions
than we are to forget them. George Nall, Jack Snow, Martha Strayhorn, steam boat business for more than forty
for
the snore advanced who
years has
may be Interested In exhibit"Whom the Son sets free is free Harold Binkley and Joe Stephens, all of the Ful- resigned his position as commander of the
steam- ing some ol their own designs
indeed."
ton area; and Charles McMurray, Cayce, Ronald er, "City of Hickman" of the Anchor line.
at Shows.
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- Anderson Nuptials
To Be Solemnized August 14

COFFEE CUP CHATTER
Warmest of Ky. People Programs1
Gets Replacement Funds to Go On

Wedding plans for the marriage of Miss Janice Kay Elliott, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wayne
Elliott of Fulton, and Anthony Wayne Anderson,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Anderson of Decaturville, Tennessee, have been completed.
The ceremony will be solemnized at Mt. Zion
Cumberland Presbyterian Church, Friday, August 14, at 7 o'clock in the evening. The doublering ceremony will be performed by the Reverend Gerald Stow, of South Fulton, assisted by
the Rev. James Lawson, pastor of Mt. Zion Cumberland Presbyterian Church. The bride will be
given in marriage by her father.
Miss Elliott has chosen Miss
Melody Rhodes, of Water Valley, to attend her as maid of
honor. Miss Jean Hopkins will
be bridesmaid, and Miss Joanna Anderson will be junior
bridesmaid. Becky Brown will
serve as flower girl, and Trent
Elliott will serve as ring bearer.
Mr. Anderson has chosen Mr.
Lloyd Anderson, his father, to
attend him as the best man.
His groomsmen will be David

Hicks and Ronnie Clark. Ushers will be Mike Anderson and
Chris Brown.
A program of nuptial music
will be presented by Mrs. Bobby Rhodes, organist, and Davis
Henderson, vocalist.
All friends and relatives of
the couple are invited to attend the ceremony and reception immediately following.
Only out-of-town invitations
will be mailed.

Perhaps the warmest of the "people programs" under the administration of Gov. Louie B. Nunn is the foster grandparent project which seeks to supply the love and individual attention needed
by children in the commonwealth's two hospital-schools for the
mentally retarded
The program was jeopardized by a five per cent cutback in
federal HEW funds until Dr. Dale Farabee, commissioner of the
Kentucky Department of Mental Health, authorized expenditure
of state funds to make up the deficit and to allow for continuation
of the program.
And not so incidentally, to permit the five elderly foster
grandparents, who might have been lost by a cutback, to stay
at their posts, supplying the love and care for their foster charges,
and receiving their love and thanks in return.

HAPPINESS IS THE LITTLE THINGS
.surprise is a bluebird pin

Jean Hensley, Donald Bennett
Are Engaged To Be Married
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Hensley of Blackney, Kentucky, are
today announcing the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Miss
Jean C. Hensley to Donald E.
Bennett, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Bennett of Fulton,
Kentucky.
Miss Hensley has just completed her junior year at the
University of Kentucky, where
she was an honor student, majoring in Sociology.
Mr. Bennett has finished his

doctoral work at the University of Kentucky and will receive his PH.D in Mathematics
in August of this year. He will
join the faculty at Murray
State University in September
and Miss Hensley will complete
her education there.
The wedding will take place
in Lexington, Kentucky on
August 22, 1970, at the St. Augustine Episcopal Chapel.
All friends and relatives of
the bride and groom to-be are
cordially invited to attend.

.

TIME WORKS WONDERS
...just being there is enough

THEY TEACH AND CARE

(Photo Story by Karen Tam)

...learning self-feeding means a lot

CSSP Announces Fulton Office,
Appointment Of Committees
At the July meeting of the
Christian Social Service Project Advisory Board, the board
voted to accept an offer from
the Mississippi River Industries, Inc., to share office space
with this firm in their location
at 119 East State Line, Fulton,

White, Geraldine Braswell.
Educational Services:

Jeff

Lester, Bill Powers, Lester
Bruce.

Until now, the Christian Social Service Project has been
operating from a small office
in Hickman, and the Advisory
Board is hopeful that the opening of an additional office in
Fulton will enable the CSSP to
operate more efficiently in its
efforts to reach and serve the
needy people in the area.
Other action taken at this
meeting included the election
of Mrs. Laura Etheridge as Co.
Chairwomanof the Advisory
Board.
Chairwoman Margaret Ward
appointed the following committees:
By-Laws: Frank Welch, Mildred Freeman, Laura Etheridge.
Marion
Services:
Health

Employment Services: Clyde
Stunson, Pat Casparian, Margaret Ward.
Black Community Relations:
Essie Jennings, Rev. Jordan
Davis.
Youth Activities: Frank McCann, Charles Terrell.
Those attending the meeting
on July 22, were: Margaret
Ward, Advisory Board Chairwoman.
Laura Etheridge, Co-Chairwoman.
Frank Welch, Secretary.
Lester Bruce, Director of
Staff.
Geraldine Braswell, Marion
White, Kathy Scott, Clyde Stun.
son. Ruby Martin, Rev. Jordan Davis, Mildred Freeman,
and Lorene Harding.
The August meeting of the
Advisory Board is scheduled
for Tuesday. August 25, 7:30
P. M., at the Health Center in
Hickman.

Joins Husband
In Honolulu

KEA Hearing Is
Due In September

Ky.

Mrs. Gaylon R. Jackson, the
former Alice Taylor of South
Fulton, left Saturday. July 25,
for Honolulu. Hawaii, in order
to meet her husband, Sergeant

Jackson for his R&R.
Sergeant Jackson has formerly been stationed at Peiku,
South Vietnam, with an engineer battalion since January 7
of last year.

Dana Vance Given
Birthday Party

1275 Enrolled For
Second Session

A National Education Assn.
representative will come to
Kentucky "not earlier than
Sept. 15" to conduct a hearing
on educational conditions in

this state.
The inquiry was requested by
the Kentucky Education Assn.
At a recent hearing held by the
Joint Legislative Interim Com-

mittee on Education, no NEA
representative appeared, although the committee chairman, Rep. Brooks Hinkle, DParis, had notified NEA of the
meeting.

GOING HOME

REVIVAL

Dana and David Puckett left
Saturday, July 18, by plane for
their home in Fort Lauderdale,
Florida, after a visit with relatives and friends here. They
were accompanied to Memphis
by Billy Mac Green and David
Glenn Pucektt.

Revival services will be held
next week, beginning Sunday,
August 2, through Friday night,
August 7, at Mt. Zion Methodist Church. Services will be
held each evening at 7:45 and
the public is cordially invited
to attend. Rev. Joe Piercy, of
Pleasant Valley Church, Union
City, will be the evangelist and
Rev. John R. Britt is the pastor.

MARTIN SIDEWALK SALE

One of Martin's annual sales
highlights will be held Friday
WELCOME HOME
and Saturday July 31-August 1
when the bargain special, the
Gertrude Murphey has
Miss
sidewalk sale, will take place
in the business district on Lin- returned to her home in Fulton, following a visit of two
dell Street.
weeks with Mrs. E. K. Galtney
in Corinth, Miss.
GET WELL SOON!
Doug Taylor, son of Mr. and
Mrs. William Taylor of South
Fulton, will enter the Baptist
Hospital in Memphis on Tuesday in order to have plastic
surgery on an eye lid Wednesday; Our best wishes go with
him.
NOW AFFILIATED
Affiliation of the University
of Tennessee at Martin with
the American Association of
State Colleges and Universities
has been announced by Chancellor Archie R. Dykes.
WINNERS!
Mr. and Mrs. David Brann

PROMOTED
Luther E. Allen, a resident of
Haysi, Virginia. and the son
of Mrs. Leila Allen of Second
Street, Fulton, has been promoted to Vice-President of the
Miss Laura Burns, daughter Clinchfield Coal Company of
of Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Burns Virginia.
of Cayce, has been accepted at

FULTON FILLIES

MISS A GLOVE?
Someone lost a ball- glove at
the City Park, so if your glove
is missing, call Edye Dowdy at
479-1391, the owners initials
are on the glove.

RE VI VAL I
Reverend Frank Gardner,
one of the newer preachers in
our community, is today announcing a Revival at the
Bethlehem Methodist Church,
in Pilot Oak, Kentucky August 2-7. The Prayer service will
begin at 7:30 p. m. Song Service at 7:45 p. m.; and the
preaching
at 8:00 p. m. EveryOctober
National
Service
4-H
Commitstates
50
In
observed
of
Lainer
Frances
ter of Mrs.
one is welcome.
4-10. The theme is "We Care." tee.
Memphis.

Draughon's Business College in
4-H SCHOLARSHIPS
Paducah.
To pursue the executive sec- During the 1970 National 4-H
retary field, Miss Burns Is a Congress at Chicago, 286 scho1970 graduate of Fulton Coun- larships valued at $168,700 will
ty High School.
be awarded to outstanding
teens by the Cooperative ExNATIONAL 4-H WEEK
tension Service In cooperation
Marvin Laird of South Fulton.
National 4-H Week will be with 4-H award donors and the
Dana is also the granddaugh-

4-H PROJECTS
More than 100 different 4-H
project areas - some on television - are offered to the nation's youth by the Cooperative
Extension Service.
MALE STATISTICS

The News

with

a

There are new liquid floor
waxes on the market. To a
well-vacuumed wooden floor,
apply a liquid wax that cleans
and waxes in one operation (a
naptha odor identifies this
toe of wax). If the floor is
exceptionally dirty, wipe with
a separate wiping cloth to remove the dirt while the wax is
still set. Some of these waxes
dry with a sheen, others need
buffing. To take up scuff
marks or other streaks, dip a
steel pad in paste wax and rub
with the grain of the wood. For
other than .woden floors use a
water-emulsion wax. Vaccum,
then clean the floor to remove
all the out wax before applying
the new coat. Most of these
waxes dry bright; some are
made to protect light colors:
others scuff resistant. — Barletta Wrather. 209 Maple St..
Telephone
Murray. Ky. 42071
723-1412

WHEN BABY FEEDS HIMSELF — He keeps mom busy
with suds and clean-up materials. Perhaps the world's
most determined do-it-yourselfers are babies learning to feed
themselves. They really enjoy
spreading, smearing, dipping
and dumping with spoon and
fingers. The best advice for
mothers is "to be prepared"
with plenty of soap or cleanup materials, a few tricks and
generous supply of patience.
Then maybe you can watch
your baby master the difficult
muscle coordination required
While doing your house cleanto move food from dish to
ing, why not try this: Ivory
mouth.
piano keys can be effectively
The messiness begins the mocleaned with a soft cloth wetment solid food and liquid from
ted with denatured alcohol.
a cup are introduced. At first
— Maxine Griffin. Federal
it's confined to baby's person Building. Clinton. Ky. 42031
with little dribbles from his Telephona
553-2231
chin, as baby grows so does the
disaster area. — Irma Hamilton, Courthouse, Mayfield. Ky.
The
world actually has
42066
Telephone 247-2334
plenty of water as seventy-one
percent of the surface is water.
But a large amount, 97 perPRINTED SHEERS Are cent is in the form of oceans,
used for the feminine look of and because
of salt is unfit to
summer. When you sew a drink. It has been estimated
sheer dress, use French seams. that 6.000 communities in the
4 double bias binding instead of
U. S. have water supplies befacings or make a facing of low the public Health Servcie
solid sheer fabric; if the skirt Standards.
Experiments are
is bias, do make a narrow roll- now being conducted in various
ed hem, or if the skirt is communities on mechanical
straight, do make a 3-7" deep ways to make their water
hem.
pure.
- —
— Catherine C. Thompson,
Maxine Griffin. Federal
Hickman, Ky. Telephone 236- Building, Clinton: Kentucky
2311
42031
Phone 653-2331

A new type annual permit
that allows individuals Or families to use designated facilities
in National Forest and Grass:
land Recreation Areas is being
sold by the local ASCS county
office, says Roy Bard, Chairman of The Fulton County
Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation (ASC) Committee. The permit is also valid
on designated areas of the National Park Service, Sports,
Fisheries and Wildlife Refuges,
and Bureau of Land Management Lands.
The new permit is good for
an entire family or carload of
people and partially replaces
the Golden Eagle Passport of
prior years which will not be
used again until 1971.
Price of the permit, good until December 31, 1970, is $7.
Revenues from sales go into
the Land and Water Conservation Fund.

It may be a man's world but
it's certainly not that way in
the water. Liberty Mutual Insurance Companies' statistics
show that nearly 85 percent of
all drowning victims are male. Share

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to
the following friends:
July 31: Mrs. Mac Burrow.
Mrs. Gus Paschal, George
Speights, Earl Thorpe, August
1: Wilbert Vetter, Doris Bolin,
Nancy Polsgrove; August 2:
Tom Bushart, Rita Adams;
August 3: George E. Johnson,
August 4: Mrs. Ophelia Lockhart, Jessie Sisson, Rita Craven, Margaret Whitnel, August
5: Mrs. Bessie Green, Mrs.
Sonny Puckett; August 6: Connie Andrews, August 7: Chad
Beard, Joy
Argo, Deborah
Jones, Mrs. Wilbert Vetter.

GET WELL SOON

Harvey Caldwell was admitted to the Western Baptist Hospital in Paducah Monday, July
20, where he is expected to be
a patient for about two weeks;
any letters or cards from
friends would be greatly appreFriend ciated.

David Forrester
Is Honored At
Birthday Party
I,ittle David Forrester, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Nicky Forrester of 1002 West Second
Street in . Fulton. celebrated
his fourth birthday at his parents home on Sunday, July 19.
After several games were
played, the honoree opened his
many gifts, and then presented
his guests with homemade
ice-cream and cake.
The guest list included: Beth
Powell, Bobby Powell, James
Robert Buckingham. Jimmy
Boyd, Kimberly Boyd. Rebecca
Buckingham, Kelly Buckingham, Cindy Reece. Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Boyd, Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Buckingham. Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Myatt, Mr. and
Mrs. Ellis Beggs, grand-parents of the honoree, Mrs. Leon
Forrester, also grandmother of
the guest of honor. Clara. aunt
of little David, and David's
parents and his baby sister.
Ann Marie.

740141 _eafricieia

VISITING
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Holland
left Sunday for St. Petersburg,
Fla , where they were called
because of the critical illness
of Mrs. Holland's brother, Allen Cole, a former Fultonian.

The Fulton Fillies will meet
were the winners in the Twi- the Anna, Illinois softball team
light League late Friday after- players at the Girl's softball
noon, July 10, at the Fulton field at the City Park, Friday,
Country Club.
July 31, at 7:30 p. m. Come
and watch the teams.

Miss Burns
Little one-year old Dana
Rene Vance, daughter of Mr.
Al Draughn's
and Mrs. Ralph Vance of

South Fulton, celebrated her
first birthday with a dinner
given by her great grandmother, Mrs. Katie Plumiee, of
Hickman, Ky.
Attending the celebration for
little Dana were: Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Vance, her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Marsh Jackson,
great-great aunt and uncle of
Hickman, and Mr. and Mrs.

WELCOME!
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Thorpe
and sons, Jack and Jeff, of Chicago, arrived Tuesday for a
two weeks' visit with Mr.
Thorpe's mother, Mrs. dance
Thorpe.

More than 1,275 students are
enrolled for the second session
of summer school at The University of Tennessee at Martin, Henry C. Allison, dean of
admissions and records, has
announced.
A breakdown by student
classification reveals that there
are 322 freshmen, 275 sophomores, 246 juniors, 203 senoirs,
184 graduate and 57 special and
transient students enrolled at
L'TM during the second session
of the summer quarter.

New "Permit"
Is Good For
Whole Family

Meat labeled hamburger can
contain up to 30 percent fat,
which may include the addition
of beef fat over and above that
attached to the meat being
ground. Additional fat cannot
be added to meat labeled
ground beef. — Patricia Everett, Courthouse, Benton. Ky..
42025 — Telephone 527-6601

— Your Problems Bring Answers —
Dear Ann Landers: Your
column is the main topic of
over luncheon
conversation
tables. Recently three people

brought the same column and
we got into a heated argument.
I refer to the question of whether or not a female can perpetuate a sex crime. Your answer was pat, and legal, but I
believe the law ought to be
changed, and one of these days
it will be.
Here is an example of what I
mean. A respectable family
man was lying in his own
backyard, sunning. He was
wearing a pair of bathing
trunks. The next-door-neighbor
girl—an overblown, voluptuous
sex-kitten of 13—spotted him.
She was also sunbathing—in
a bikini. A moth would have
starved to death on it. I saw

the girl go into the man's yard
and lie down so close to him
you couldn't have put a blade
or grass between them.
I stood at my kitchen window and watched her torment
that guy for about ten minutes.
I vial greatly relieved when

the man's wife came out with
a pitcher of lemonade. The girl
returned to her own yard two
seconds later. If something outof-the-way had happened the
law could have found the man
guilty of rape. I say this is
rubbish. In fact, several good
lawyers believe the vast majority of rape cases are frameups. Will you comment, please?
—.Seeing Is Believing
Dear Seeing: I agree—some
girls invite trouble. But a 13year-old is only a dozen years
out of diapers. When Lolita
showed up he should have given her a fatherly greeting and
gone into the house.
Dear Ann Landers: Is my
anger justified? If you say I

am wrong. I will accept your
verdict. Here is the situation.
have two children under three
years of age and a third baby
on the way. The problem is
my husband. He won't do one
thing around the house. He refuses to wash a dish, scrub a
floor or even take out the gar-

bage.
I don't know how hard to
push him because in my family it was too much the other
way. Ma was a terrible nagger.
She henpecked Papa unmercifully. He did more housework
than she did. I always felt so
sorry for him — and so did
everyone else.
My husband's family is the
opposite. My mother-in-law
raised five children while my
father-in-law sat around and
watched. The boys all take after their father. I should tell
you my husband is working a
second job because we can't
make it on his present salary.
He puts in about 12 hours a
day, five days a week. This
makes me wonder if I have the
right to expect him to help me
at home. I'd like your opinion.
—Colorado Callouses
Dear Cal: A husband who
works two jobs should not be
expected to scrub floors, but
he could dry a dish or help his
pregnant wife take out the
garbage. And it wouldn't hurt
if he'd change a diaper and

help put the kids to bed on
the weekend — not as a worksaving device but as a means
of establishing a relationship
with his children.
Dear Ann Landers: This is
sort of an etiquette question.
What should a
17-year-old
niece say to her uncle when
she finds herself sitting next
to him in a dark theater which
is featuring a very sexy film
and the woman with him is not
her aunt? Should she mention
it to her mother?—Eyeful In
Erie
Dear Eyeful: She should say
"Hello" to her uncle and nothing to anyone else.
Give in or lose him ... when
a guy gives you this line, look

out! For tips on how to handle
the super sex salesman, check
Ann Landers. Read her booklet, "Necking And Petting —
What Are The Limits?" Send
your request to Ann Landers
in care of your newspaper, enclosing 50c in coin and a long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope.

finished three months duty
with the National Guards and
will be in training until October. Their visit home is always
Rev. Bobby Copeland filled welcomed.
We had good rains all over
his regular appointment at
New Salem Baptist Church the this area the past week which
benefitted all crops and garpast Sunday at 11:00 a. m. and
dens. The cultivation has been
also the evening services Sun- kept up, and about finished
day School is held at 10:00 around here. There has already
a. m. There was a good attend- been some face plowing done
ance at each service.
for the corn crops, so necesMr. and Mrs. Bobby Rick- sary around this section.
man left the past Monday for
Danny Davis returned home
Erwin, Tenn., after a weeks a few weeks ago, after serving
visit with parents, Mr. and in the National Guards the
Mrs. Robert Rickman and past six months. He is the son
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Davis
Grover True. Bobby has just and all friends will be glad to

• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mrs. Carey Frields
P-4 Fulton Co. News, Thursday, July 30, 1970

DEATHS
Henry L. Hobbs

Mrs. Virgil Wheeler

Henry Louis Hobbs died Friday night, July 24, in McAlister's Rest Home.
Funeral services were held
Monday, July 27, in St. Jerome Catholic Church at
Fancy Farm, Ky., and burial
was in the church cemetery.
Father Charles A. Draidi officiated at the funeral, which
was under the direction of
Hornbeak Funeral Home.
Mr. Hobbs. 67, was born at
Fancy Farm, and was a bach•
elor.
Surviving are two brothers,
Joe and Cleatus Hobbs of Fultow; five sisters. Mrs. Mary
Payne of Bardwell, Mrs. Zelma Goatley of Fancy Farm,
Mrs. Ann Ballard of Dublin,
Ky., Mrs. Myrtle Hayes of
Hazel Park, Mich., and Mrs.
Loretta Goodman of Muskegon.
Mich.. and several nieces and
nephews.

Mrs. Virgil Wheeler, 76, sister of Mrs. Ernest Jenkins of
Fulton, died Tuesday in a Eugene. Oregon hospital where
she had been a patient for two
weeks.
The former Jessie Marie
Beckham, was a native of Clinton, and a graduate of the Old
Marden
University
School
there, a Methodist Institution.
Her parents were the late Sam
and Emma Scearce Beckham.
Funeral services were held
in Junction City, Thursday,
July 33.
Survivors include her husband, Virgil Wheeler ,a son,
Jack Beckham Wheeler, and
three grandchildren. She is
also survived by four sisters,
Mrs. Jenkins of Fulton, Miss
Vera
Beckham, Frankfort,
Miss Louise Beckham of Clinton and Mrs. Louis Quinn, Los
Angeles, and one brother, Sam
Beckham, of Clinton.
The family request that in
lieu of flowers memorial gifts
my be made to the Heart Fund.
Locally, such gifts may be
made to Mrs. Bertes Pigue.
Fulton Heart Fund Memorial
chairman.

J. E. Tomlinson
Funeral services for Joseph
Edwin Tomlinson were held in
Gardner Methodist Church,
Route 4, Martin, on July 23,
with Mrs. Ora Peck and Rev.
Cantrell officiating.
Robert
Burial was in the church cemetery and arrangements were
in charge of W. W. Jones and
Sons Funeral Home at Martin.
Mr. Tomlinson. 76, died at
his home. Route 4, Dresden,
July 22.
He was born in Obion County, the son of the late Almus
and Agnes Bell Tomlinson, and
was a retired farmer. He was
a member of the Gardner
Methodist Church.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Lethia Tomlinson of Route 4,
Dresden. and three daughters,
Mrs. Bill Whipple of Route 2,
Hickman. Mrs. Dewey Taylor
of Martin, and Mrs. W. P.
Thomason of Route 3, Martin.

Mrs. Vera Parrish

know he is home again.
Rev. and Mrs. Dallas Hemphill of Union City, Tenn., were
the guests of Mr, and Mrs.
Grover True the past Sunday
and attended Church at New
Salem.
Mr. Harrison Austin is hospitalized in Atlanta, Ga., due
to his condition, since our last
report. We hope he will improve shortly and we send our
best get-well wishes.
On next Saturday, August 1,
the annual meet will be held at
the Acres Cemetery where
those interested will contribute
to the up-keep for the year.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Mathis are
caretakers. Any donations will

be appreciated by the committee in charge. Basket
lunches will be spread at noon
with a business meeting following right after lunch.
All those interested may well
keep in mind that August 8, the
2nd Saturday, is the date for
the meeting at the Morgan
Cemetery. This is another well
kept country in this area and
funds will be needed to pay the
care taker for this year. Any
contributions will be so much
appreciated by the committee
in charge which is Mr. and
Mrs. Dalton Glover, Sec. and
Treasurer.
A Gift Tea was given at the
home of Mrs. Sam Mathis, Sat-

urday, July 18, for her daughter, Liz Mathis, bride-elect of
Tim Starks, from 2:00 to 5:00
p. m. Some very nice gifts
were presented. Hostesses for
the occasion were: Miss Kay
Mathis, Sammie Mathis and
Mrs. Cecil Davis and Miss Margaret Bynum. Nice refreshments were served. Another
Gift Tea is coming up with also
a personal shower very soon.
Plans are under way for the
wedding, which will be August 14.
I got back home from Tulahoma, Tenn., last Friday, after
a weeks visit with my children,
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Frields

WAIT AWHILE! Be careful about swimming
too soon after eating, warns
Liberty Mutual Insurance Companies. A muscle cramp might
result in your being unable to
swim and could be your downfall.

SUMI1

High

and son, Kerry. I had a nice
visit with them. Middle Tenn.,
had good rains. there the past
week, like I said last week
that area was suffering a
drought of a few weeks. Coffee
County was already designated
as a drought disaster area,
and the farmers will be able to
get aid.
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Miss Cora Sublette died Sunday night. July 26, in the
Hutchins Nursing Home in
Clinton,
Funeral services were held
Tuesday, July 28, in Hopkins
and Brown Funeral Home at
Clinton, with burial in the Clinton Cemetery.
Miss Sublette, 97, was a lifelong resident of Hickman County. She was a member of the
Clinton First Baptist Church,
having served 43 years as a
Primary Department teacher.
Surviving are three nieces,
Mrs. Joe Gambill of Fulton,
Miss Agnes Sublette of Cayce
and Mrs. Richard Bellew of
Crutchfield, and two nephews,
Warren Sublette of Fulton and
Harry Sublette of Cayce.

Funeral services for Mrs.
Vera Parrsih were held Monday afternoon. July 27.
• ROUTE THREE
Hornbeak Funeral Home chapAline Williams
el with Rev. James Best, pastor of the Fulton First BapMr. and Mrs. George Cannon
tist Church, officiating. Burial
of Paris, Tenn., visited Mr.
was in Fairview Cemetery.
and
Mrs. Elmer Cannon last
Mrs. Parrish. 84, died Sunday
morning in Parkview Conva- week.
Mrs. Cora Dalton is in the
lescent Center at Paducah,
where she had been a patient Fulton Hospital. She was taken
ill Thursday night and rushed
for several months.
She was born in Henderson to the hospital in a Jackson
County, Tenn the daughter of Ambulance.
The rain we had last week
the late Joseph Henry and
Eliza Ann Pearson Moffitt. sure has helped the looks of
Her husband, Jess G. Parrish, crops and gardens around
preceded her in death in 1942. here.
W. A. Cannon is still not doShe was a member of the First
ing to well with his knee. He
Baptist Church.
Surviving are two sisters, can not get around much yet.
Mrs. Mary Cavender visited
Mrs. Eula Sykes of Vallejo,
Calif.. and Mrs. Joe Henry with Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Bruce.
Sunday after Church.
Smith. of Lexington, Tenn.:
two brothers, Grater Moffitt We hope Thomas can soon be
of St. Angelo, Texas and Pear- okey again.
Mrs. Carrie Page remains
son Moffitt of Gary, Ind.: one
niece. Mrs. George E. Gibson about the same, still isn't able
of Decatur. Ala., and four to get about much yet.
We received word that Mrs.
nephews. Ben Sykes of Oakland. Calif.. Herschel K. Smith Everett Terrell of Rutherville
of Jackson, Tenn.. Claud Hin- is doing fine, after surgery at
ton of Amarillo, Texas and J. the Baptist Hospital in Paducah
last week.
V. Hinton of Memphis.
Those visiting with us Sunday
after church were Elder Bobby
SYMPATHY
Crouch
and family. Mr. and
lrs. Robert Snyder is a
p tent in the Illinois Central Mrs. Pete Winstead and family
ospital in Chicago, following and Mr. and Mrs. Clemmie
a broken hip sustained while Barber. We all enjoyed visitvisiting friends. She will be ing together.
Mrs. Aline Williams visited
confined in the hospital from
six to eight weeks. Her address Mrs. Elwyn Coffman awhile
Thursday
is Illinois Central Hospital,
afternoon. Mr. and
Room 39, 5800 Stony Island Mrs. I. M. Jones visited Mr.
and Mrs. Newman Croft a
Ave , Chicago. III. 60637.
while Thursday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Davis of
Memphis vsiited Mr. and Mrs.
Newman Croft the first of the
week.
Aunt Peggy Oldham is in the
Nursing Home in Union City
and has just recovered from a
ANDREWS
spell of pneumonia.
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Union Cumberland Presbyterian Church

J. C. MORELAND
Pastor

The Union Cumberland Presbyterian Church was organized
in November, 1842, by C. J. Bradley. This was before the formation
of Fulton County. At the time Union was organized this territory
belonged to Hickman County.
The first church building was built at the cost of about $3,000.
It was a two story building and the upstairs was utilized by the
Masons and Good Templars. The building stood in almost the same
spot which the present building occupies. The church ministered to
both whites and slaves.
Previous to the organization of the Union Cumberland Presbyterian Church two other churches had been built. These churches
were called "Union" because all denominations worshiped there.
This name has been retained by the church.
The present church sanctuary was built in 1892 and dedicated
in 1893 at a cost of $1,100. The church pews were purchased in 1911
at a cost of $546.
During the church's history some five hundred seventy-five
names have been placed on the church roll.
An educational annex of seven rooms and a basement were
completed in 1955. In April of 1965, three more Sunday School

RICE A

(Pictures Courtesy Gardner's Studio)
classrooms and restrooms were added.
The denomination of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church, of
which Union is a part, was organized in 1810 in Dickson County,
Tennessee. It was an outgrowth of the Great Revival of 1800.
Three ministers of the Presbyterian Church were the founders. The
basic doctrines of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church include the
belief that Christ died for all men, and that every man has the
choice to accept or reject Christ as Savior, and water baptism
which symbolizes the outpouring of the Holy Spirit on one's life.
Union is a church with a long and rich heritage. It is a friendly
church dedicated to serving God by serving man. It now is in the
process of supplying recreational equipment for the youth of the
community. This is seen as one of the church's avenues of service.
A schedule of services follows. The public is invited to Worship
Almighty God with us at any time.
SUNDAY MORNING
10:00 A. M. - Sunday School for all ages
1.1:00 A. M. - Worship
SUNDAY EVENING

Greenfield Monument Works
W. D. Powers
Fulton
Phone 472-1553

Gmentioid
Phone 235-2293

This feature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms. The nicest way to thank them is to patronize
them.

Liberty Super Market
South Fulton, Tennessee

M & B Gulf Station

E. W.James and Sons

Fulton Electric System

Tires, Batteries, Accessories

SUPERMARKETS

Fulton, Kentucky

Kentucky Ave. at Reed

472-9065

Hickman - Fulton R.E. C.C.

The Citizen's Bank

"Live Better Electrically"

Make our bank your bank

Hickman, Ky.

Hickman

South Fulton

Union City

Hickman, Ky.

236-2655

Fulton

305 Main Street
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Summer Program At South Fulton
High School Hailed "Big Success"
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Two special eight-week summer programs,
offered at South Fulton High School for the first
time, are being concluded this week and have
been hailed as a "great success" by school officials.
The programs, both federally-sponsored and
offered in addition to regular summer school subjects, include an eight-week study of "Distributive Education, taught by Wyatt Cunningham,
and a similar-length study in Home Economics
taught by Mrs. Charles Cannon.
This is the first time that this type of summer program has been provided in Obion County.
Mr. Cunningham held all
classes dealing with business
administration and Mrs. Cannon dealt with the girls in the
techniques of homemaking.
The classes were held from
8:00 a. m. until 2:30 p.—m.
each week day, and each class
had 14 students enrolled.
Mr. Cunningham's class enjoyed many field trips together

•

Nominations
Are Okayed
By Petition

in the afternoons.
Various merchants and factories visited by Mr. Cunningham and his students included,
a tour through the Good Year
Plant at Union City, The Reelfoot Packing House at Union
City, The Fulton Coca-Cola
Bottling Company here, the local Ferry-Morse Seed Corn-

Letters To Editor
Carterville, in.
July 24, 1970

pany, the Fulton Public Library, and all of the local
merchants on Lake Street.
The purpose of these tours
was to show the students the
actual working conditions, machinery, and working processes
involved in the different factories and businesses of this
area.
The students also visited the
Court House at Union City and
were personally escorted
through the building
and
shown the various operations
and procedures including the
jail house, by Judge T. Willy
Jones, of the City Clerks office.
Mr. Cunningham stated that
he felt this federally-sponsored
project to be a big success not
only for the youngsters, but
also a benefit to Obion County.
He and his students would like
to thank the local and area
merchants for giving of their
time to show them how their
different businesses operate.

OBION COUNTY
Joe Martin, County Agent
Union City, Tenn.

Dear Jo and Paul,
Just a note to tell you how
much I have appreciated your
cooperation
and
friendship
throughout the years.
You have made a fine contribution to area agriculture
and forestry progress. It has
made our job easier, and promotion worthwhile.
I have enjoyed your paper
very much, and feel that a
part of me is being left behind
as we make our new home in
Marion, Illinois. We will be
moving next week and will no
longer be at our Mayfield address and we will not have a
new home address until August
15th.
It is impossible for me to put
into words my thoughts of
leaving this type work, with
people I have loved for 20
years, but then there comes a
time for a Change. Maybe this
is progress??
I will not say goodbye, but
just "So-long", for now.
Very Sincerely,
Jim

A few farmers have already
began to get ready to cut corn
silage and we think all cattlemen and dairymen should realize that for highest yield of
corn silage and less water to
handle, corn silage should be WESTVACO PULP MILL — The first pulp to be manufactured by Westvaco's Wickliffe mill this week is being produced in this unit at the $80 million facility.
The tall structure on the right is the Kamyr continuous digester. The black tank-like towers are the five stages of chemical
cut in the full dent stage.
bleaching The two giant tile tanks
Research has shown that are used for storage of the bleached pulp; one for hardwood pulp and one for pine pulp.
corn cut in the milk (roasting
ear)stage has about half as
much grain in the silage as
corn cut when the grains are
well dented. This means that
many farmers could lose as
much as 50 bushels of corn per
acre by cutting too early. The
Listed below are the names
The 90th annual picnic at State Public Service Commisgrain corn in silage is the most
of individuals who have lost Fancy Farm will be held on sioner, and Gov. Louie B.
digestible part of the silage and
their drivers license for the Saturday, Aug. 1, according to Nunn.
farmers cannot afford to lose
week ending July 3, 1970 as re- Bernard Hobbs, chairman of
Also invited were Henry
this high value feed.
leased by the Department of the event this year.
Beach, candidate for lieutenant
On a 200 ton silo basis, and
Public Safety to the Traffic
The annual event features governor; Attorney General
with 20 tons of silage per acre
Safety Coordinating CommitKentucky politics and a re- John W. Brecicinridge, who is
which would make 100 bu. of
tee.
a candidate for lieutenant govunion of old friends.
corn per acre, a farmer could
Robert Elbert Burcham, III,
lose 5000 bushels of grain corn
Guests who have been invited ernor; Julian Carroll, speaker
Moscow
Avenue, Hickman,
or about $500 worth of feed.
the picnic include Robert of the House and a candidate
Kentucky. 20 years old, charg- to
Naturally, with large fields
Miller, State Commissioner of for lieutenant governor; Bert
ed with DWR (operating while
Agriculture;
Goss, Combs, candidate for goverEugene
to be cut, the harvest will need
under revocation).
State Highway Commissioner; nor; Lt. Governor Wendell
to be started in time to save
David
Mack
Everett,
Route
(Ed's note: "Jim", above, is the crop for silage. but don't
James Host, State Parks Com- Ford, candidate for governor;
1, Hickman, Kentucky. age 17,
James Pryor, for the past 20 cut too early and lose the
missioner; Tom Emberton, former governor Ned Breathcharged with SPS, suspended
itt, and First District CongressSee us for - - years Agricultural agent for grain.
for 90 days.
man, Frank Albert Stubblethe Illinois Central Railroad.
Thornell Johns. Route 4,
field.
Farm ponds, such as the one on the C. A. Lanus Angus farm
Your insurance Needs Jim lived in Mayfield and his
MINI — MIDI — MAXI
Hickman,
Kentucky,
age
55
weekly column, "Down on the
near Hickman, furnish a good supply of water for livestock. The
charged with FMI (failure to
Flirting with fashions is fun
Farm" was a regular feature
pond was built in 1961 and has furnished a year around supply maintain proof of financial refor
females
Fulton County High's nev.
but
something
else
of The News. Jim has been
fotball coach, David England.
named general manager of the for wool and cotton producers. of water for his registered Angus herd since that time. Mr. Lat- sponsibility.)
John Wesley Britt, Box 566, has called a meeting of all 140 Broadway, South Fulion
Fulton 472-1341
Among the most dedicated
Madison Coal Corporation at
tus, who owns and operates 325 acres of land in Fulton County,
Water Valley, Kentucky, age 50 students interested in football.
girl watchers—for purely busiCarterville, Ill.)
Phone 479-1864
has
applied
several
conservation
practices
on
his
farm
since
beincluding freshmen. for Sunday
charged
with DWI.
ness reasons, of course — are
afternoon, August 2, at 3:30 —Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
supplies of wool and cotton coming a cooperator with the Fulton County Soil and Water
o'clock, in the high school. He —Vinyl and Tile
skirt fabrics. Can't you im- Conservation District in 1951. These practices
include critical
has asked that all parents of —Downs and McGee Carpeting
agine the mixed emotions of
area
planting,
pasture and hayland planting, pasture manageprospective footballers attend
the fabric-maker watching a
(and of course, any item on our regular menu is prepared by
for discussion of the program. —Upholstering, Modern and
miniskirted girl walk by. They ment and grassed waterways.
Antique
Plans for practice and the uphave good reason, too.
superb chefs, seven nights a week)
coming season will he review- —Viking Kitchen Carpeting
In 1964, skirts were in the
receive the blame," said 0. K.
I.isted below is the name of ed.
neighborhood of the knee and UNION—
— MONDAY —
I'atton of Calvert City, Ky., an Wingo resident who has lost
it took an average 3.2 square (crrit:naed /rmi Page One)
GROUND ROUND STEAK, MUSHROOM SAUCE
$1.75
yards of cotton fabric for a tries, a union leader said today business representative for the his drivers license for the
French Fried Onion Rings, Baked Idaho Potato.
International Association of week ending July 17, 1970 as
skirt.
there is a "great possibility"
released by the Department of
Choice of Salad
By 1968. hemlines were some- that persons other than union Machinists.
Mr. Patton questioned whe- Public Safety to the Traffic
what north of the knee and only members have been involved.
Safety Coordinating Commit— TUESDAY —
about 1.9 square yards of ma"I would like to point out ther Union City, police officers
FRIED CHICKEN LIVERS, CREAM GRAVY
81.50
terial were needed The mini that if anyone had any ill will are taking an unbiased posi- tee:
Richard Terrell Adair, Route
skirt caused a 40 percent re- against any person in or con- tion with regard to the union
Choice of Potatoes, Tossed Green Salad
2 Wingo, Kentucky, 28, PSS
duction in fabric requirements. nected with the factory, they and the company.
(12 or more points within two
"They say they are unbiased
Now, if the midi or even the could very easily grind their
— WEDNESDAY —
years.) License suspended for
Maxi should catch on . .?
axe now and the union would but they escort company trucks 6 months.
CHICKEN CHOW MEIN
PM
both into and out of the city
limits and we have serious re(Call in for your orders to go)
LIME OR "MO" BOOSTS
acre.
YIELDS OF SOYBEANS
"Treating soybean seed with servations whether they would
— THURSDAY —
"Treating acid soil , with one-half ounce of molybdenum escort any of our people," said
COUNTRY HAM HOCK AND WHITE BEANS
either lime or "Mo" increases per bushel increased the yield Mr. Patton. "At least, they
90c
soybean yields from 4 to near- by 14.8 bushels on the unlimed never have."
Cole Slaw - Hot Corn Cakes
ly 15 bushels of beans per soil and 5.5 and 4.1 bushels
Mr. Patton also was critical
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday - Bid Harper and
acre."
for the 2-and 4-ton lime rates. of local courts. He said a
guest artists on the piano and organ—Bid will welcome YOU
This is what Obion County respectively. Lime and moly- striking employee was fined $20
farmers heard last week at bdenum increased nitrogen con- and costs for "using a bad
as her guest artist.
field days held at Ames Plan- tent of both leaf and seed."
word" while a non-striker, actation and Milan.
— FRIDAY —
Different soybean varieties cused of assault with an autoFrom 1967 through 1969, soy- responded with different in- mobile, received only a fine of
FISH, ALL YOU CAN EAT .............._......_
. $1.23
beans were grown on an acid creases in yield with the moly- $10 and costs.
The Jacksons on Piano and Organ
soil at three lime rates and bdenum have not shown in"It's hard to accept this as
with and without seed treat- creased yields with nitrogen equal treatment under the
— SATURDAY —
ment with the element "mo" fertilization — for example, law," Mr. Patton said.
Hugh has all hands ready for "Derby Sattidy Night"—
or molybdenum. The rate of 2 when 30, 60, or 120 pounds of
like real service and Steaks and Lobster and Chinese Food, tons of lime per acre increased nitrogen per acre was added
soybean yields 7.6 bushels, either as urea or sulfur-coated
and Chicken Livers and right through the menu.
with 4 tons of lime giving 11.8 urea. However, soybeans yieldThe Jacksons with sweet and mellow tunes and your ris.
more bushels of soybeans per ed up to 45 bushels per acre
quests, as you Oka them.
without nitrogen fertilization in LOST or strayed from Hicksome experiments.
man - three black-white faced
— SUNDAY —
TENNESSEE VALLEY
yearling calves. Notify Carl
ROAST SIRLOIN OF BEEF
Farm
Dates
To
Remember
Mikel. Phone 236-2734.
DUROC SALE
August 3 - Feeder Pig Sale and sing along with the Jacksons
Trenton.
WANTED
Friday
MACHINIST
Night
7,
August
1910
Every Evening — Birthdays and Anniversaries are special
August 4 - Feeder Pig Sale - (Journeyman or equivalent
8:00 p. m. C. D. T. —65 Head
occasions at the Derby — we bake the cake.
Lexington.
work experience) needed for
Bred Gilts, Boars, and Open
August 17 - Feeder Pig Sale - mill, lathe and general mainGilts Sale at Dyersburg Fair Dyersburg
tenance work. This is a temGrounds Dyersburg, Tennessee
August 18- Feeder Pig Sale - porary opening for approxiLexington.
mately 6 to 8 weeks. Qualified
GORDON JENKINS, Sec'y.
August 19 - Feeder Pig Sale - rate $3.33 per hour. Apply perRed Boiling Springs, Tenni*.
PHONE 472-1271
Brownsville. 4
sonnel
department, FerrySERVING —4 PM. TO 12 PM.
August 20 - Feeder Pig Sale - Morse Seed Company, Fulton,
MAYFIELD HIWAY
FULTON, KY.
Dresden.
Ky.

Fulton county farmers now
have the opportunity to nominate by petition candidates for
ASC community committee
posts. The nominating period
begins July 28 and closes August 17.
A full slate means a minimum of six candidates to
choose from in electing a community committee of three
members and two alternates.
All ASC community committees are elected annually. The
newly-elected community committeemen will convene shortly after their September election to elect one new ASC
County Committee member
and two alternates. County
Committee members serve
three year terms, with one new
member elected each year. Alternates are elected annually.
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(Continued From Page One)
ed up to when I was in grammar school."
Mary Jo is now a junior in college at the
University of Tennessee, Martin Branch.
She went on to say to me when we were
away from the guests that he was the greatest teacher she's had in all of her school
years. She said he was not only a great teacher, but a stern disciplinarian and that his
students knew his subject when they left
his classroom.
Not a bad send-off for a nice guy who
will be principal of Fulton County High
School this year.
When I worked in Washington for the
Office of War Information during World
War II, it was my pleasure to work with
some of the most distinguished newspaper
people in the world, who had left their posts
with such newspapers like the Boston Globe,
The Washington Post, The New York Times,
The Courier-Journal, et al, to contribute
their services to the war effort.
James Reston, Merriman Smith, Dorothy Kilgallen, Turner Catledge and many
others were my desk mates in a huge, cityroom type of working area. As famous as
they were they spent much, much time asking me about life on a small-town newspaper, and I, of course reveled in "telling it
like it is."
Invariably they would close their conversations with: "when I get out of this ratrun I'm going to buy a little country weekly
and relax the rest of my life."
These giants of the journalistic world
have never spent a day as hectic as we sometimes have on the News and the Courier.
Similarly, they have never known the real
pleasure that comes with editing what they
call "a country weekly," where folks cuss
you, discuss you, hate you and love you yet,
make you know that, in spite of the hazardous life of a newspaper editor, most people
consider us friends and neighbors like the
guy next door.
Several days ago my neighbor across
from the Courier, Ed Clark, brought me a
"mess" of the most delicious crappie I ever
ate. I was telling a friend in Frankfort about
this and she just longed for a good meal of
fresh, fresh fish.
So I called Clyde Grissom, a great fisherman, and told him about my friend's wish
and he gave me more fish than I could clean
in many an hour. Roy McNeil helped me
pack the fish in ice and off I went to Frankfort with the best eating this side of Maxim's
in Paris.
My other neighbor Paul Clack brought
some .tomatoes from his garden and Rev.
Jerry Wiles brought tomatoes, and green
beans that added a pound or two to my
weight that's starting to show.
On the other hand, I'm getting some
needling here and there from some folks who
shouldn't be splitting hairs about some
things, but I just balance the good with the
bad, and the net result is that I find editing
the Hickman Courier a right interesting job.
Have you read the Look Magazine story
about "Jackie's Fabulous Greek," that is a
preview of a book to be published soon?
The story is a glaring example of the
nature of a fickle public. Here is a woman
who was adored and admired by potentates
and kings, and now is referred to deprecatingly as, Jackie-0 and her Daddy-0, the
Greek.
I think the thing that shocked me most
of all about the story is that the former wife
of the President of the United States appears
to be quite happy with an arrangement
where her new husband squires around a
once-famous opera star and Mrs. Aristotle
Onassis just stays around in one villa or an
other, spending money like it's going out of
style.
What a shame! What price money!
And speaking of a lot of money,as I was
a paragraph back, have you had the opportunity to read about the bankruptcy case of
the Pennsylvania Railroad and its attempt to
get $200,000,000.00 from our Federal tax
money to bail them out?
It appears that members of President
Nixon's official family had promised the
railroad that bundle of cash,and then reneged when it appeared that it would become-a
shocking political mess.
And do you know what? Even with two
hundred million dollars the railroad would
have gone broke.
How much chance do you think little
people like us would have asking Uncle
Sam to help us with our lagging businesses?
Not much I'll tell you.
I just wondered where this country is
headed?

PLES FIELDS—

Annual Farm Bureau Picnic Day
Includes Full Slate Of Events
The Fulton County Farm Bureau will hold
its annual Barbeque picnic on Wednesday, August 12, at the Union Cumberland Presbyterian
Church grounds. The church is located on Route
4 between'Hickman and Fulton.

EARLY RADIO—Kenneth F. Harper, commissioner of Public
Information, and Jim Kincer, recently appointed director of
news and promotional services, inspect a replica of Nathan
Stubblefield's wireless telephone. The replica is on display in the
capitol rotunda. Some Kentuckians claim that Stubblefield, of
Murray, is the inventor of the radio. (Karen Tam Photo)

Stubblefield's "Wireless"
Now On Display In Frankfort
A replica of Nathan B. Stubblefield's first radio is being
displayed in the capitol rotunda here.
The replica was built by students in the department of electronics at Murray's school of
applied science.
As early as 1892 Nathan
Stubblefield demonstrated his
wireless telephone in private
broadcasts with a few friends
and neighbors in his home and
yard in Calloway County just
west of Murray.
Dr. aRiney T. Wells, founder of Murray State University,
testified before a FCC Commissioner that he personally
had heard Mr. Stubblefield
demonstrate the invention in
that early year.
Mr. Stubblefield constructed
his own batteries which he patented March 8, 1908 (No. 600,-

457). His vibraing telephone
was patented Feb. 21, 1888(No.
378,183).
His wireless telephone was
patented May 12, 1908 (No.
887,357) and it was designed
for "more particularly comprehending means for securing
telephonic communication between moving vehicles and way
stations."
The St. Louis Post-Dispatch
no Jan. 10, 19002, printed a
full page article entitled "Kentucky Farmer Invents Wireless
Telephone." At that time, Mr.
Stubblefield could transmit a
mile without wires.
Fame was in the graps of
the Kentucky genius. He went
to Washington, Philadelphia,
and New York to demonstrate
the invention—the wireless
telephone. The word "radio"
was not in use at that time.

tems, City Manager Mackey
(Continued From Page One) suggested to the Commission
this non-binding offer of the that W. D. Powers, City Supermoney would offer a means by intendent of Public Works, and
which the City of Fulton can Roy Hood of the Utility Departwithdraw from the program in ment be allowed to travel to
the event an agreeable control inspect other cities with this
system could not be formulat- type of system. "I want the
City," Mackey said, "to know
ed between the two cities.
All of the "necessary actions more about the equipment and
how it works before deciding
required" to get the funding of
to buy it."
the proposed
million-dollar
The Commission then apschool under way were unanimously accepted by the proved a motion to allow PowCommission in their bi-month- ers and Hood to travel to Maly meeting. Hearing a finalized riana, Arkansas to see a sysproposal from George Sullivan, tem being installed there, and
Fiscal Agent for the School to Tiptonville, Tennessee to see
Board, the Commission accept- a similar system in operation.
ed the resolution on the school This travel will be done to inbond issue that was carried vestigate and observe systems
over from the July 13 meeting. similar to the system needed
The proposal was presented by Fulton to learn about their
as a means by which the new feasibility in a small municipalstructure could be funded by ity.
the purchase of the building
Mayor Tripp then proposed
and land by the City Govern- discussion on the City water
ment which will, in turn, offer meters. After a brief discusup sale of bonds to meet the sion, Mackey stated, "It (the
cost. The city will then lease action on the meters) should
the facilities and land to the be an amendment to the Basic
School Board over a period of Ordinances, as it is of a gen20 years at a 7/
1
2 interest rate. eral nature." Tripp then reSullivan then, in connection commended the City Manager
with the resolution, presented draw up an ordinance "pertainan ordinance to the same ef- ing to the said proposal."
fect, which was then unanim- The meeting culminated with
ously accepted by the Commis- a proposal to review the gas
sion making the proposal law. proposal to review thern gas
Joe Dan Carter's application utility rates of this city and
for a beer license to vend beer other local municipalities in
on the premises at 116 Corn. order to construct a Federal
mercial Avenue was then pre- Compliance Program (safety
sented to the Commission along program, following Federal
with a complete approval of Codes) under the Department
Alcoholic Beverage Commis- of Transportation. This will be
sion representative, Wilburn further discussed by the ComAllen. Tabled at the July 13 mission pending review by the
meeting pending this approval City Manager.
the application was then apA proposal by Mayor Tripp
proved unanimously by the concerning the clearing of the
"Bird Roost" area an the edge
Commission.
As the representatives did of town was tabled for later
not attend the meeting as re- discussion. This will entail the
quested, discussion of informa- clearing of several acres of
tion concerning the proposed dense growth that annually
Airport Improvements-Status harbors thousands of black
Report was tabled until a later birds.
date John Ragsdale and Harold Henderson did not have the
4-H INFORMATION
report completed and in a
Information on how to get inform to be submitted to the volved in 4-H can be obtained
Commission at this time
from the County Extension SerThree additional matters not vice office.
listed on the agenda for the
meeting were presented to the 4-H'ERS IN SMALL TOWNS
Commission.
According to recent statistic
In reference to a provision compiled by the Cooperative
in the 1970-71 City Budget for Extension Service, towns of
the installation of an aeriation less than 10,000 claim about 42
system to be installed with the percent of the national 4-11
present water filtration aye- enrollment.

COMMISSION—

from the Farm Bureau and
also each will receive a $10.00
cash prize. The alternates will
receive $5.00 in cash. The contestants will be judged on their
personality, poise, farm projects, activity in 4-H and FFA,
Beginning at 10:00 a. m. a
also their interest in
and 19. A King and Queen will and
King and Queen contest will be
and civic affairs.
be selected ,also a first and church
Next event will be the fashheld, this contest is open to all second alternate.
show
for girls and women
ion
Farm Bureau members' chilThe King and Queen will redren between the ages of 15 ceive a silver tray as e gift 18 years and over. All garments modeled must be of
100 percent cotton or 100 perZY. WINDAGE—
cent wool, and prizes will be
,given to the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd,
(Continued from page One)
winners in each division. These
convinced that the city's popuation is over first place winners will go the
to compete there. The
10,000 even though the recent census count district
winners will be judged on the
indicates otherwise, has begun a "search-&- quality of the garment, the befind'em operation." The Union City Messen- comingness of the material on
contestant, and their posger reported last weekend that the Chamber the
ture and poise.
believes it has already located at least 708
The Variety Show, scheduled
residents who believed they were not count- for the afternoon, will be divided into two divisions. One
ed in the earlier census.
will be conducted for those sixIt would seem almost inconceivable that teen
and under, and another
nearly 10 percent of a community would be
will be for persons seventeen
through
thirty. All contestants
missed, unless the census enumerators were
must be members of the Farm
sloppy beyond belief.
Bureau. A $10.00 first prize will
be awarded, and a $5.00 second
prize given for the best talent.
One of the ridiculous aspects of retail
The picnic will begin around
business is to have to put up with the custo- 7:00
or 7:30.

mer who says, after buying something,
"Now DON'T send me a bill. I don't want to
be DUNNED for this, I will be in and pay for
, it."
So what happens? The store doesn't send
a bill. Month after month goes by, but nosirrrreee, no bill. The store doesn't want to
make the customer mad. In the meantime
the customer himself has sometimes eitherforgotten about it, or figures he can ride
along forever.
In the meantime, other customers buy,
assert that they will pay, emphatically state
that they "don't want to be DUNNED." The
store owner agrees to the deal. Pretty soon
he has quite a bit of money tied up in his accounts receivable.
It is not fair to a merchant to ask him to
handle your account this way, no matter
how willing he may be. If you intend to pay
it before the first of the month, you can
"charge it" temporarily knowing that you
will not get a statement through the mail.
But if you expect to wait until sometime
next month to pay it, you should expect to
get a statement for it on the first of the
month.
Some people pride themselves on "their
word being as good as their bond", but you
can slice that statement several ways, too.
Take the case that T. C.Taylor mentioned one time, about the fellow guaranteeing
that "next time he came in the store" he
would pay for such-and-such a big purchase.
The store owner gave him the stuff on credit,
accepting his word.
A few months later he needed something else at the store, but he hadn't paid his
old bill. So he went to the door, stuck his
head in, and ordered it, and for the next year
or so he bought everything at that store by
"remote control", paying as he went along,
but still with that old purchase unpaid.
Eventually, when he was ready, he walked
into the store and paid his old bill, feeling
complete personal pride in the fact that he
has kept his agreement.
I just don't believe that will quite work
anymore.

DAN TAYLOR—
(Continued from Page one
Fulton Bank. A past president
of the Lions Club, Butts has
held state offices in the Jaycees
and is chairman of the advisory board of Freed Hardeman
College in Henderson, Tenn.
He is a deacon of the Church
of Christ. Butts and his wife
Patsy have two daughters.
Taylor is a Fulton auto dealer who is director of the Fulton
Chamber of Commerce. He is
a former state Jaycee officer
and a member of Smith Street
Church of Christ. He and his
wife Jane live on Brookwood
Drive.
Tickets are available at Taylor Chevrolet-Buick, Office
Outfitters, Inc., across from
Fulton Post Office.
WATCH THE KIDS!
Know where your children
swim, suggests Liberty Mutual
Insurance Companies. New and
unfamiliar spots may be a big
challenge to them but they
could also be very dangerous.

(From current readings and
records of Jim Hale, South
Fulton.)
Data High Low

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

101
104
102
84
79
88
88
85
85
90
96
96
98
94
92
92

17

96

64

95
95
76
73
72
87
94
09
95
94
95

64
63
61
58
58
67
66
SO
68
71
70

1
2
3
4
5
6
The April Fools
7
— and —
8
Hail, Hero
9
10
SATURDAY, AUGUST 1
11
DOUBLE FEATURE
13
14
Blue Max
15
— and —
16
The Boston Strangler 17
18
Sun. - Man. - Tues. Aug. 2-3-4 19
20
DOUBLE FEATURE
21
STARTS AT DUSK
22
23
Pit Stop
24
— and —
25
26
Naked Angels
27
28
Thurs. - Fri. - July 30 - 31
DOUBLE FEATURE
STARTS AT DUSK

Wednesday, August 12
UNION CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
(Located Just off Ky. 94 near Burnette's Dairy Farm)
Each Farm Bureau Family Gets Two Tickets
(EXTRA TICKETS WILL BE FOR SALE)
Style Show

JUNE 1970
62
68
70
64
56
69
63
JULY 1970
68
70
69
65
60
54
58
68
64
62
65
65
68
69
70
70

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Between Martin & Union City

ANNUAL PICNIC
Talent Show

WEATHER REPORT

SUNSET DRIVE-IN

Fulton County Farm Bureau

King-Oueen Contest

(Continued from Page One)
cently resigned as a member of
the board of directors. lie is
the current second vice-president of the organization.
He is something of an organization man, also. He is a Mason,an Elk, and a membel. of
the Moose Club, and both he
and his wife are active in the
First United Methodist Church
of Hickman. He is well known
and prominent in Kentucky's
political circles.
Yes, indeed, for a man who
says he only wanted to tell a
reporter he had sold his interest in the business, there's a
lot more to say about him than
just the routine facts.
Especially since the man
selling the business is as active and as prominent as Robert Pleasant Fields.

In°301,ISS
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FISH SANDWICH

45c

Our Lounge Room Opens At 5:00 P. M.

Sanday Open 5p. ne.To 8p. tn. 479-9082
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Help keep South Fulton Financially Sound

Broadway Auction House, Inc.
201 Broadway

South Fulton, Tenn.

Turn Your Antiques Into CASH!
\
(WE WANT YOUR CONSIGNMENTS)

SALE EVERY SAT.
Night At 8: P. N.
Full ca:th Settlement After Each Sale
TELEPHONE 479-2520
Now operated by Johnny Wilson
COI. ROBERT AINLEY Invites Everyone To Another

Voter registration for the Aug.
ust general elections and primaries have totaled more than
1.7 million Tennesseans who will
choose from more than a score
of candidates for statewide of.
flees and party nominations.
In the November, 1969 general
election 1,260,698 persons voted.
Registration in the 'Nest Ten.
neskee metropolitan area has
surpassed 300,000, according to
Shelby County election officials,
who also reported that a voter
registration drive since May 31
has ylleded 7,566 more regis.
voters for a total of 300,040.
An estimated 207,000 Nashville
area residents have registered
to vote, according to Mary Ferrell, registrar in Davidson Comp
ty. Some 200 were added to the
rolls by U.S. Dist. Court Judge
Frank Gray Jr. who ruled per.
sons had been "unlawfully" dis.
criminated against in being
forced to show more than rea.
sonable proof of residence and
cancellation of earlier registra.
Bons.
The state's other major metro.
politan areas, however have not
reported any challenges to regis.
tration practices by court action.
Knox County reported a total
of more than 112,000 voters
registered for the Aug. 6 ballot.
frig and in Hamilton County offi.
cials estimated that more than
108,000 Chattanooga area rest.
dents were listed on the rolls.
However, 18.year.olds can not
vote in the summer elections 01
in November because the recent.
ly passed law enfranchising
them is not effetlive until Jan.
1,. In Shelby County -am- 18year-olds were allowed to sign
registration cards but no action
was taken to place them on the
voter lists pending a ruling by
the state attorney general.
No 18.year.olds were allowed
to register in Knox, Hamilton or
Davidson Counties. Chattanooga
officials said some teenagers
tried, however.
In the Democratic primary
battle for the governor's nod in
1966, Gov. Ellington beat John
3, Hooker, who is trying again
this year for the nomination,
413,950 to 360,105 with 774,064
votes cast.
And in the Republican primary

AUCTION SALE
Z. C. (Zip) WHEELER - Garage Equip., Real Estate
HWY. 118 IN DOWNTOWN LATHAM, TENNESSEE
"COMPLETE SELL OUT" - For more information contact
Mr. or Mrs. Z. C. (Zip) Wheeler at 799-4165, Col. C. W.
Burrow at 472-1371 or the Auctioneer.
Phone 472-1371

Estate Broker & Sales Mgr.

Fulton, Ky. - COL. RUBERT AINLEY -

Auctioneer, Phone 901-822-3833 or 479-1455 - Dukedom, Tennessee - Licensed • Bonded in Ky., Tenn. No. 6

‘,-ce between Sen. Howard Ba.
ker Jr. and Kenneth Roberts in
1966, Baker took the nomination
for the Senate seat 112,617 to
36,043 with a total of 150,363
votes cast including 1,583 for
Rep. William E. Brock, R.Tenn.,
of ehattanooga who is seeking
the GOP nod this year for the
Senate. Brock was running for
reelection for the 3rd district
congressional seat in 1966.
There are six candidates for
the Democratic gubernatorial
nomination, five for the Repub.
lican and one for the American
Party's nod.
There are four hopefuls for
the Democratic. Senate nomina.
Hon and three seek the GOP
nod in the Senate race. One can.
didate is seeking the American
Party's nomination for the Sen.
ate seat of Albert Gore, D.Tenn.,
who is seeking reelection.
One State Supreme Court Jus.
nee, two justices on the State
Court of Appeals and four state
Court of Criminal Appeals Jus.
Bees will also be elected Aug.

JULY SPECIAL

As a part of the summer

recreation program, the South
Fulton Recreation Committee
has planned a city-wide, interdenominational religious seminar for the youth of the community.
At 7:30 p.m. on Aug. 3 and 4,
the sixth, seventh and eighth
grade young people will meet at
South Fulton Elementary School.
On the evening of Aug. 3, the

Friday and Saturday - Our 2nd Birthday Party

(INN BOO
aet

French Fries
Reg. 25c

20c

218 E. State Line

Reelfoot Lake
Program Funds
Are Approved
The State
Building Commission in Nashville has approved the expenditure of $1,330,000 for Phase One of the
Reelfoot Lake development program, State Rep. Franklin D.
Cochran announced today.
Details of the project have
not yet been revealed but Rep.
Cochran said the project will be
let for bids around mid-October
and work should begin sometime in November.
Gassner, Nathan and Browne
of Memphis was employed a few
years ago to develop an overall
plan for the development of Reelfoot Lake and the money approved by the state is the first
step in a planned $18 million
program to be completed over a
15 to 20-year period.
"We began planning on this
project more than eight years
ago," said Rep. Cochran.

Slight Cuts
In Gas Rate
Possible
WASHINGTON
The
slights cuts in gas rates and a
small rebate may be in the offing this September for residents
In 34 Western and central Kentucky communities served by
the Louisville Gas & Electric
Co.
The rate decrease and refund
will result from a Federal Pow.r decision which approved a
i30.3 million increase in rates
'or the Texas Gas Transmission
jorp., the Owensboro, Ky., corn)any that supplies gas to
LG and E and to suppliers in
seven other states.
Texas Gas initially had sought
wo increases in rates totaling
:16.7 million a year and earlier
his year was allowed to begin
:harging customers on that has.s.
The Increases, in turn, were

Rev. Gerald Stow will lead the
youth in a discussion of "What
It Means to be Honest." At
7:30 p.m. on Aug. 4, the Rev.
Bill Smalling will direct a discussion of the subject, "Establishing My Ideals as I Begin to
Think About Dating."
At '7:30 p.m., Aug. 6 and 7,
the ninth, tenth, eleventh and
twelfth grade youth will meet at
South Fulton High School. On
the evening of Aug, 6 there will
be a panel discussion relating to
the subject of what one can ex-

passed on to residential customirs pending the FPC's final deLG&E President B. Hudson
Milner said Friday the final setlement, if it stands, means
*ales will drop about 13 cents
i month from the present level
or residential customers. Milaer also said the average custoner can expect a refund of
about $1 to make up for past
o'er-charges.
However, Texas Gas still has
vie rate-increase pending before
he FPC that would cost its cusomers $3.1 million a year and
vould qtt in half the anticipated
.G&4 rate cut, Milner said

t

5.

Watch That
Hamburger
WASHINGTON - To retain
their quality, ground meats
should be kept refrigerated only
one or two days at 35 to 40 degrees; but they can be stored
for two or three months at zero,
Agriculture Department experts
say.

SHOTGUN
SHELLS
..--,..-

c

HALF-PRICE

SALE!
Men's and Boys'

SHORT SLEEVE
SPORT SHIRTS
Oxford weaves in all cotton
and cotton-polyester blends
tha t never need ironing
Checks and stripes on light
and dark grounds Assorted
colors Short sleeves
bu non -clow n collars

Regularly Priced
Up To 1399, NOW .

GARDEN HOSE)
$1.99 ea.f

zing! it's ithe
a - ling

onderfu

Regular $399
Men's Sizes, S - M Regular $2 99
Boys' Sizes, 6 to 18 .
Regular $2.49
Juvenile Sizes, 3 to 6

Railroad Salvage
Company

$200

$1 so
$1"

Lake St. - Fulton, Ky.

SUMMER SPECIALS
(WHILE THEY LAST)
CASH & CARRY

Armstrong Ceiling Tile,Sq. Ft.

10c

2x4 Pre-Cut -85/8"
ea. 40c
Spice Lauan, per sheet
$3.29
Coca Lauan„ per sheet
$2.79
12"x16'No. 1 Grade Prime siding Per 100 $19.75

Reg. 29c, 12-oz.1 Rog. 39c. 16-oz. Reg. 59c, 24-oz

-Marlin Highway, See* Felten

Phone 472-1700

TORIES

pect from college life and how
All youth should begin making
the college years can be most plans to attend these religious
helpful. The college students seminars
who will be serving on the panel
Remington - Peters
are Peggy Reams,Pat Holladay.
Bobbie Huffine and Len Jenkins.
On the evening of Aug. 7, the
high school youth will be thinking about the current drug problem. Don Brock of Murray, coWHOLESALE
ordinator of the Kentucky Council on Alcohol and Drugs, will
by the Box or Case
show a film and talk to the
youth about the dangers result50
ing from the use of drugs.

All Flavors (No Limit)
EXTRA-THICK MILK SHAKES

Next Door To Travelers Inn Motel
Larry and Carol Heath. Managers and Operators
FOR FAST TAKE-OUT. USE 0 R DRIVE-IN WINDOW

89c

MEMBERS OF THE PISTON POPPERS. an Automotive Safety 4-H
Club use the automotive project manual in checking the family car.
Vacation time is a good time to make mechanical and safety checks on
:ars before taking long trips. Thousands of teenagers participate in the
sutomotive program sponsored by the Firestone Tire & Rubber
Company, and supervised by the Cooperative Extension Service.
•

390

DAIRY QUEEN OF SOUTH FULTON

Blankets

Laundry And Cleaners

JACK'S TWINBUBGER
Regular
Price 60c

190 290 490

49c

0. K. PARISIAN

**
40

We're doing the celebration, but you re
getting the resents this weekend!
Friday-Saturday Specials, July 30, Aug. 1st

weaters

Cleaned, Blocked and Moth Proofed. Any siz1
r style or weight-Sweaters or Blankets. No
limit on Number.

Religious Seminar In South Fulton Planned

Saturday, August 1, 1970- 10:00 A. M.

COL. C. W. BURROW, Real

Of interest to Homemakers

THURSDAY, JULY 30, 1970

1.7 Million Tennesseans
Eligible To Vote Aug. 6th

Fried Chicken - Pizza - Potato Salad

a' a man who

nted to tell a
sold his interess, there's a
tbout him than
!acts.
ice the man
,ess is as aciinent as RobIds.
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Flip 'em on ... have a fling? They
fit and flex and shape ... to your
footstep ... runs and dashes and
skips to the beat of all that's new
and now? For you.

Bay Family Shoe Store
220 LAKE ST.

FULTON, KY.

Precast Concrete Steps In Stock
BUILDER'S SUPPLY, INC.
WALNUT STREET

FULTON

472-1434
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South Fulton Voters
To Pick Commissioner
Three South Fulton residents, John Reeks, M.M. Matlock and William Osborne have
qualified to appear on Si. city
election ballot Aug. 16 to fill
one seat on the City Commission.
Mr. Reeks is a former mem-

1

ber of the commission board
while Si. other two candidates
are associated with Si. Illinois
Central Railroad.
The three men will be tryingto
acquire the seat currently held
by Harry Allison,• who declined
to seek another term.
The new commissioner will
serve a four-year term. The
terms of Commissioners Dr.
Dan Crocker and Elmer Mansfield do not expire until 1972,

ZthZ
Zelda
at the CELLAR LOUNGE
Open 5: p. m. to Midnisfht

Tues.,- Wed. - Thur. Rites
Maggie Lee & The Percussions
FRIDAY NIGHT
Herb Cathey and the Classics
Saturday Mites
The Mood Indigo

Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Ward

Miss Patsy Via June
Bride Of Kenny Ward

THE PARK TERRACE in South Fulton
Telephone 901-479-1321
•••••••,,,,,,,, •

*555

-NOW Thru AUGUST 4th

FULTON
CLINT
EASTWOOD
the deadliest man
alive takes on a
whole army with
two guns and a
fistful of dynamite'

CLINT

FULTON, Ky.,
-Thu
June candlelight wedding cere
mony uniting Miss Patsy Viz
and Kenny Ward was held ir
the First United Methodist
Church in Clinton.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry H. Via of
Fulton Rt. 1. The groom is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Mac Ward

SPORTSMEN - - Make up your own party. ..
-Bring us your own fish or game...
We'll do the cooking and furnish the
extras.

EAST

WOOD
SHIRLEY MACLA
INE

(Served family style, $1.50 per person)

TWO MULES FOR SISTER SARA
• Ts...I.e., ill

*A

of Clinton Rt. 2.
Rev. Howard Copeland Jr.,
cousin of the bride, performed
the double-ring ceremony before an altar centered by an
arch covered by jade foliage
and flanked by two pedestal
stands holding baskets of large
yellow mums interspersed with
greenery. On either side of the.

,re., BOG BO('

T.

D ,eoTc

LAM AGE!.

TELEPHONE 479-1321
Private dining rooms available

N %MONTI

A LTN1VC N•AT PlC 1,0, TECHNICOLOR.
RANAVISION.

00

.,AGES Akown.o

PARR TERRACE RESTAURANT

C.,

4

•

Milks‘ikfiWdulhkah‘‘igani‘aill
.aiiin
. imiaaiiii
,
PAINT
, PORCH ,
t
STOVES
'
'
Refrigerators
SPECIALS
, FUJIN. '
,
Tough Coat
Tough Coat

FLOOR PAINT
Quart $1.70
Gal. $5.40
Martin
Senior
3000
Outside
White
Gal. $4.95
V16 Formula
LATEX

HOUSE PAINT
Gal. $4.10
Tough Coat
Creosote

White
Gal.
$4.75

Maintenance

, Alumnium
G. E.
Kelyinator
Vinyl
Folding
,
RANGE
$59.50
LATEX
CHAIRS
$27.50
'
Freezer
Top
Gal.$3.95
$3.50
60 day guarantee
Fan Fair
m , Westinghouse ,
LATEX ' Aluminu
Foldin
g
Westinghouse
$79.50
WHITE
CHAIRS
,
$27.50
Clean
Gal. $2.30
$5.95
10
day
guarantee
day
90
guarantee
with tax
Utility
Aluminum
'
Paint
Kelyinator
GENERAL
Folding
Gal.
Clean
ELECTRIC
GLIDER
$2.98
$14.95' $39.50
$39.50
,
Cardinal
,
Chaise
Creosote
G.
E.
,
A
Lounge
White
$94.50
s
Water
Melon
Upholstered
Gal.
Clean
SPECIA
L
$44.50
$3.75
90i day guarantee
$24.50
Oil

ENAMEL

STAINS

Quart
$1.75

Quart
$1.70

.

Paint
BRUSHES
1 inch
to
69c

3 inches

24-inch
Round

TABLE
20° High
$6.50

Paint
BRUSHES
1 & 2 inches

39c

15 PERCENT

White
Outdoor
TABLE
30 x 40
29" High
$19.50

DISCOUNT ON

WALLPAPER

Exchal ange
207 Commerci
Alm

Hot Point

$54.50

Clean
90 day guarantee

NORGE
$34.50
10 day guarantee

arch were brass spiral tree'
candelabra garlanded with jade
foliage and holding lighted yellow wedding tapers. Yellow satin bows with streamers backed
with greenery marked the family pews.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Miss Nancy
Brown, organist, and Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Sarten Jr., vocalists.
The bride, escorted to the altar by her father and given in
marriage by her parents, wore
a formal gown of white organza and imported silk Chantilly
lace featuring a Sabrina neckline accented by scalloped lace,
fitted bodice enhanced by pearlized lace, natural waistline, and
long, fitted sleeves tapering to
a point over the wrist. The Aline skirt was adorned with double tiers of appliqued lace, pearls
and tiny crystal beads. The lace
was repeated on the detachable
chapel train. The elbow-length
veil of silk illusion was se.
cured by a headpiece of organza Dior petals adorned with
pearlized lace andaccented by
tiny crystal beads and stemmed
pearls. The bride carrivi a cascade bouquet of yellaw roses
dotted with jade ivy. Entwined
was a white handkerchief with
delicate yellow lace given to the
!nide by her grandmother.
Mrs. Thomas H. Via, sisterin-law -of the bride, was matron
of honor. Miss Paula Moore of
Frankfort was maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were Mrs. Jim Hay
of Nashville, Tenn., and Mrs.
Glenn Malchow of Lexington,
sorority sisters of the bride.
Miss Ruth Ann Bugg, daughter
of Mr, and Mrs. Ralph Bugg of
Clinton, was the flower girl and
Scottie Hickerson, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Kent Nickerson of
Clinton Rt. 1, was the ringbearer.
The attendants wore identical
floor-length gowns of yellow

Frigidaire
$37.50
Up To
$89.50

Used Living Room
Suite $17.50 up

Furniture Company
472-1533

behind :4R...

silk shantung accented with
white Venise lace and shor t
sleeves. Venise lace edged the
back panel. They wore matching yellow, wide-brimmed picture hats. They each carried a
long stemmed carnation with
foliage.
Steve Ward, brother of the
groom, served as best man.
Groomsmen were Ralph Edrington of Arlington, Thomas H. Via,
brother of the bride, and Faurest Coogle of Louisville. Ushers
were Gerald Hayden of Bardwell, Jimmy Copeland of Webbers Falls, Okla., and Billy Date
Bolin and Dwight Brawiey of
Clinton.
For her daughter's wedding
Mrs. Via wore a pink dress of
silk with a blend of wool, with
matching accessories and a
white cymbidium orchid corsage.
Mrs. Ward chose a mint green
dress and coat ensemble of
shantique with matching accessories and a white cymbidium
orchid corsage.
Grandparents attending the
ceremony were Mrs. William
A. Copeland and Thomas L.
Ezell.
Immediately following the
ceremony Mr. and Mrs. Via
entertained with a reception at
the church fellowship hall.
Assisting in serving were
Miss Sandra Cash of Memphis,
Tenn. and Miss Kathey Rushing
and Mrs Paul Beck of Clinton
Following the reception the
couple left for a wedding trip to
Eden Isle, Ark. For traveling
Mrs. Ward wore a navy and
white knit dress and vest ensemble with navy accessories.
She pinned the corsage of roses
from her bouquet onto her shoulder.
Mr. and Mrs. Ward are at
home at 178 North Friendship
Road in Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Mac Ward entertained members of the wedding party and their guests at
a dinner following the wedding
rehearsal.
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1969 Chevrolet "Townsman

$2,975

Station wagon, gold, V8, automatic, power steering, power
brakes, factory air.

1969 Mustang

$2,575

Two door hardtop with Tenn. title. Maroon with
V-8 automatic. Console with stero tape player.

1969 Rambler

$ilft,.375
shift.

4-door sedan, Ky. tag, green, 6-cylinder standard

I 1969 Opel Wagon

$1,675

Green with Term. title. Four speed with radio.

1969 Volkswagon

$1,975

Fastback with Ky. tags. Red, automatic. 10,000 actual miles.

1968 Chevelle SS

$1,975

Tenn title Red with V-8 automatic four Teed.

1969 Opel Wagon
Kentucky tag, white, automatic, radio.

1968 Chevrolet Pickup
Tennessee tags, black, V8, standard shift.

1967 Chevrolet Truck

$1,675
$1,775
.$L475

3-4 Ton size, Kentucky tag, red color, V8,
standard drive,
air.

1967 Chevrolet Caprice

$1,975

Four-door hardtop, Tennessee tags, green, V8,
automatic,
power steering, factory air.

1967 Pontiac LeMans
2-Do

$1,675

1967 Chevelle SS

$1,775

or hardtop, Tenn. tags, maroon color,
V8, automatic,
power steering, power brakes, factory. air,
bucket seats,
console.

Two-door hardtop, V8, 4-speed, Tennessee tags, yellow.

1966 Pontiac ..:0

$1,475

2-Door hardtop; Tennessee tags, black, V8, 4-speed.

1966 Impala

$1,375

4-Door sedan, Kentucky tag, beige color, V8,
automatic,
power steering, power brakes, factory air,

THUR., FRI.. SAT.,
JULY 30-31, Aug. 1
"TELL ROBERT REDFORD
KATHARINE ROSS
THEM
,,r ROBERT BLAKE
WILLIE SUSAN CLARK
BOY IS • TECHNICOLOR
HERE" Pas,411
.

-PLUS
Frigidaire
$47.50
Clean
60 day guarantee

Everything stia

ELVIS PRESLEY
MARY TYLER
CI
MOORE
'
2 I
'CHANGE OF HABIT'

;un.. Mon.. Tues., Win
Aug. 2-3-4-5

HORROR
*ROM,

1966 Impala

$1,575

Two door hardtop with Tenn. title. Red with V-8 automatic
.
Power Steering, Power Brakes with factory air.

......10
We have a salsas la duty
MONDAY Ore FRIDAY Mil 1:N P N.

Taylor Chevrolet - Buick

"Where the best deals ars TAYLOR MARE„
"SEE ONE OF THESE SALESMEN" • •
Mike Williams, Warm Tuck, Males Williams, Aubrey Taylor
Verne Spraggs aid Dal Taylor
301 HIGHWAY
PHONE 4124
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Trockenbeerenauslesem
A German 11Wme Word

$2,975

Ting, power

$2,575

th V-8 auto-

$1,375
d

$1,675
$1,975

ictual miles.

$1,975
$1,675
$1,775

.$11475

ir sumo It allAIMISTROM
NIERSTEIN, Germany: Visit
a day or two in this wineproducing center, from where
come the world famous white
Rhine wines produced by Weingut Louis Guntrum and other
wineries, and you will hear of
the relative merits of sylvaner
and riesling grapes and such
words as spitlese, auslese,
beerenausiese and trockenbeerenauslese.
Learn them, and the natives
will accept you as an expert,
lam assured by Hanns Joachim
Guntrum, whose great grandfather began Weingut Guntrum
here in 1824 and established a
reputation which is known
around the world wherever German wines are sold.
Sylvancr and riesling grapes
do well in this sun-drenched
district between Bingen and
Worms, known as Rhine-Hesse,
the cradle of Germany's viticulture. When Charlemagne established his imperial residence
at Ingelheim some 1,200 years
ago, he made it a center of
learning for the study and knowledge of grape cultivation.
Now, as to the words used
to describe the wine quality,
"spatlesc" means late gathering;
"auslese", gathering of selected
bunches; "beerenauslese",
gathering of selected single
grapes chosen from the ripest
bunches, and "trockenbeerenauslese", gathering of selected
grapes which have been allowed
to remain on the vine until they
are almost dried up and raisinlike.
During a legislative hearing
in Sacramento on a bill to
outlaw sex discrimination, Sen.
John Harmer observed: "I
wouldn't fly with a woman
pilot." "Have you any evidence," replied Sen. Clair Burgener, "that womenpilots are
less safe than men pilots?" First
Sen.: "Look at Amelia Larhart — she's still missing.**
"Yes, but she had a male navigator." Call it a draw, says
Herb Caen of the S.F. Chronicle.
A Notre Dame research team
says 301 Cath-olic schools will
be closed at the end of this
academic year. About 60,000
students will be displaced, and
the cost to the public pocketbook will be about $38.2 million.

tpldetkik/yr

ARMOR

muffs
& MINOR, TOO

Pp SOIttON M QUARNSTIOM
A more kosher 't)'
From a letter to the
Minnesota Daily
by Student Darrel Rosen
In these troubled times, when
the minority rules the majority,
it behooves each minority to
speak up and be heard — in other
words, to present its list of
demands.'
As a member of the Jewish
minority of this campus, I pre,
sent a list of demands:
A kosher kitchen in Coffman
Union (with two sets of dishes).
Improvement in vending machine chicken soup.
A Jewish assistant football
coach and counselor.(You can
never tell when another Bob
Stein will come along.)
Parking lot space big enough
to park our Cadillacs (a demand
we share with our black brothers).
•.*

FRESH WHOLE
'Super-Right" Blade Cut

CHUCK ROAST

LB.
3-LB. PKG. OR MORE

BLADE CUT BEEF

THAT'S WHAT THEY
SAID: Here are quotes front
claim reports submitted to Allstate by policyholders:
I bumped into a lamppost
which was obscurred by pedestrians.
The other man altered his
mind, so I had to run into him.
The accident was due to the
other car narrowly missing me.
Coming home I drove into the
wrong house and collided with a
tree that I have not got.
A cow wandered into my car.
I was afterwards informed that
the cow was half-witted.
•••
IT'S ABOUT TIME DEPT.
(From the Weyauwega (Wis.)
Chronicle)
ORDINANCE NUMBER 121
An ordinance repealing ordinance Number 117 of the City
of Weyauwega, Wisconsin, entitled "An Ordinance Cheating
the Office of Municipal Justice and Providing for the
Operation and Maintenance of
the Municipal Court for the City
of Weyauwega, Wisconsin.
The Common Council of the
City of Weyauwega, Wisconsin
•••
do ordain as follows:
MERELY MUSING: A duty
Section I. Ordinance Number
is something you try to avoid, 117 is hereby repealed.
brag
about
Section 2. This Ordinance
do poorly and then
forever . . . a low cost presiden- shall take effect upon its passtial toast: Ale to the Chief. — age and publication.
Walter Dean—Mayor

LB.

511C

CHUNK

FRESH LEAN

Ground Chuck

KNEIP ROUND

SUPER-RIGHT

12p-K
OG
Z

Wieners
FIRST CUT

ENDS & PIECES

Pork Chops
Pork Roast

automat lc.

CELERY

JUICY FREESTONE

PEACHES
LB.
RED RIPE

790 Onions
Ls290 Cucumbers
EA

GREEN PEPPERS OR

WHITE- YELLOW-ZUCCHINI

Squash
STOKELY SALE

990

CORN
BEANS

WGzi.

PARTY PEAS

FRUIT COCKTAIL

Stokely.
Stokely

$1,775
ellow.

SCANS
3CA1-LNBS890
E 00
3;.ALG1

00

$1

Potatoes

'fly Taylor,

IE 412-2

Mr. and Mrs. Jim Stahler, Murray.
Kentucky, are presently milking 60 head
of Registered Holsteins with DHIA herd
average of 13,500 pounds of milk and 450
pounds butterfat.

n

A

49c ri

Quart Bottle
With This Coupon
Good Thru. Sat. Aug. 1
Good At AI& Food Stores,
Keg. Price Without Coupon.
Limit 1 Coupon Per Customer

QUART BOTTLE
WITH COUPON

AP
Bread
JANE PARKER

Brownies

...,42C
:V°E1:99C

13o4:59C

Bread.

JANE PARKER DINNER

Rolls

2-LB. 7-0Z. 15-0Z.

131R 39

t

JANE PARKER RYE

DUZ

3 R90 380 945 939
2 490
1-LB.
LVES.110

DOZ.

1-LB. 4-0Z. 5-LB. 12 OZ. 5-LB. 4 OZ.

TIDE

BOLD

479-264I
Breedway Is Sulk NM

3
ORE FT
IVORY
FLAKES
12 02
Hon

GAI

4 OZ. BOX

s

18 OZ.

OXYDOL

CHEER

5-LB.

IT PATS TO MO

CANS.

Family
Favorites

1•11,N,,no,v,

IVORY LIQUID

JANE PARKER BUTTERMILK

Mrs. Stahler adds "Wayne Calfnip
and Wayne Calf liCrunch have played a
tremendous role in our calf program."

SHAVING CREAM

(Save 3449,

Mr. Stahler states "Since I have
changed to Wayne's High Flow Pelleted
Milker, I have seen a considerable increase in milk production, less feed
waste, a decrease in milking time due to
the concentrated formulated feed.
'Above all, I am completely satisfied
with Wayne Feed and the service offered
me."

s.z. $100
3 3t;:)

Lux Soap ,1299pAK
BAR
n

i-LB.$100
‘,1 CANS I

ahoy Detergent 3
Barbosa!

OF 100 ‘11,

REGULAR SIZE BARS

Stabler Dairy Farm, Murray, Ky,

luick

A & P WHITE

Box 11

Tea Bags

IVORY LIQUID

Jim and Judy Stabler

CANS',u

Pink Liquid

OUR OWN

,!ed.

Stokely
Stokely
Potatoes

SMALL GREEN LIMAS

A & P FROZ, HASH BROWN

$1,475

L. 150
2FoR 290

COOKIN' BAGS

17-0Z. CANS WHITE OR GOLDEN

of performance of
Wayne's Dairy Program

FORDHOOK LIMAS

8 automatic.

LB 590

BANQUET FROZEN

automatic,
ket seats,

$1,575

•

I

JUMBO YELLOW

Watermelons

$1,675

$1,375

$148

PASCAL

15-0Z. CANS CUT GREEN OR SHELLIE

automatic,

4LB
BOX

PRIME CUT FISH

7-RIB PORTION

44 muff-.

Living Proof

L.. 590
L. 680
LB 980

Hamburger
L..880 Bologna
580 Corned Beef
LB.690 Bacon
LB 590 Cod Fillets

.LB 680

Chuck Steak

dard drive,

$1,975
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IVORY
SNOW 2 Lt.
Bus

45

391
890

THRILL-JOY-IVORY

5

BONUS

3 LB.
2-0Z.
BOX

850
Tide
Giant Size
10c Off

7k
35-0Z
BOX

C22
-0Z.
BOTTLE

75C

-

- Fulton, Ky.
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ED JONES

Republican gubernatorial can. and the other
was Rep. William
didate Bill Jenkins said Monday Brock,
who is running for the
night that if he is elected, he will
U.S. Senate seat now held by Al.
upgrade Tennessee's education. bert Gore.
al system.
Brock accused Gore of fabric
Speaking in Oak Ridee. Jen. eating
a false Issue in implying
k1ns also promised to utilize the
recently
that the White House
best available scientific resourwould
sell its atomic energy
ces and talents to combat potplants to private industry.
lutions.
He
"I believe we can work on a senatorcharged the Tennessee
reasonable basis with Industries--'with the with "playing politics
across the state to find solutions Tenness economic-livelihood" of
to the growing pollution problem Atomic eans affiliated with the
Energy Commission in
we all face," Jenkins added,
Oak Ridge.
Two other candidates also
NEW YORK-State and local
Jarman
said he favored the
made stops in Oak Ridge yesterimplementation
of "passing tax collections soared to a high
day. GOP gubernatorial candl. zones"
as a stop-gap measure of $82.7 billion last year, an indate Maxey Jarman was one
until four.lane highways can be crease of $9.8 billion
over 1988.

8th DISTRICT of TENN
ESSEE-

REPORTS FROM WASHINGTON
Almost everyone is now aware of the dramat
ic increases in
crime which our nation's cities have been
experie
past several years. The general reaction has beenncing over the
a mixture of
disgust, alarm,fear, and outrage, These emotio
ns are certainly
understandable, but in fact they have done
little to slow the
escalating crime rate.
The House and Senate at present have at least
crime proposals under consideration. These thirteen antiproposals are
designed to combat both the symptoms and
the
dread disease, and it is hoped that at least causes of this
some of these
measures will meet with success. But in
spite of all the
legislation of the past several years the crime
rate has continued to rise.
The Justice Department is experimenting
with several new
ideas and procedures in the fight against
crime.
projects is especially interesting. In its Institut One of these
e for Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice,
the Justice
Department is attempting to recruit a new
breed of policeman.
To head this drive, the institute called upon
a
David Durk, a 35-year-old Amherst graduat New York cop, Sgt.
e who has served as
a patrolman in the New York Police Depart
ment for the past
seven years.
This spring, Officer Durk spent a great deal
Ivy League campuses trying to sell law enforceof his time on the
ment as a career
to the new graduates. Surprisingly, he met with
some degree of
success. So far, he has signed 50 Ivy League
as cops on the Washington, D.C. Police Force.graduates to serve
He
convinced many other, but the recent decisio reportedly had
n
Servce System to discontinue occupational of the Selective
deferments took
away one of his strongest selling points.
These 50 recruits will not solve the nation'
s
crime problem,
but the idea behind this drive is certain
ly a step in the right
direction. The past several years have
seen a growing
disrespect between our young people and our
law enforcement
officials. This seems to be especially true
as
far as college
students are concerned.
This growing animosity between students
and
resulted largely from a lack of understanding law officers has
groups. Each group seems to have develop between these two
ed a series of monster -myths concerning the other. The
students seem to feel that
all policemen are sadists who are never
happier than when they
are cracking skulls with their nightsti
cks, and police seem to
feel that students are maniacs bent on
destruction and anarchy.
There is, of course, an element of truth
in each of these views,
but by and large both views are wrong.
The idea of sending policemen to college
and students to the
cop's beat is bound to result in a
better understanding, if
enoughof it can be done.
In the past, it has been impossible to attract
college graduates
to the law enforcement profession because
of the notoriously low
pay, but that situation is beginning
to change as the country
becomes more and more aware of the
vital importance of the
policeman's work. As more college
graduates center the
profession, police work will become
more attractive to new
graduates.
This experimental recruitment progra
nations's crime problem, but if itis successm will not solve our
ful, a giant step will
have been taken toward restoring
a basic necessity in any
_society --a respect for the law and for
the men who enforce it.

completed.
"This would be comparatively
inexpensive and could give much
needed relief to our already
Pressing traffic problems," Jar.
man said.
lie added that his campaign
travels across Tennessee have
shown him the state has an
"Interstate highway gap" that
HI as real as the better-public
cized generation and credibility
gaps.
Another GOP Gubernatorial
candidate, Winfield Dunn, mean.
while took his campaign to
Smithville where he charged that
"discrimination is particular
sections of our state" has been
the base of the problems of poor
state and interstate highway de.
velog.munt,

Jenkins Would Upgrade
Education In Tennessee

4-H DISCUSSION LEADERS hem the Purchase Area
among
the 4-H'ers taking part in Senior Camping Week
at West
Kentucky 4-H Club Camp, Dawson Springs, line up
during •
break. Shown are (from loft) Nan Harrison, Graves
County;
Charles Quinton, Ballard County; Teresa Miller, McCrac
ken
County; Bobby Bloodworth, Fulton County, and Jena
Davis,
camp safety inisiructor.

Fulton Man
Charged In
Shooting
-A Fulion man is being held in Fulton
City Jail in connection with the
shooting death of Guy Fisher of
Fulton.
A. T. Moody, 40, has been
charged with involuntary manslaughter in the shooting of Fisher at 11:55 p.m. on Saturday.
Fisher was rushed to a Fulton
hospital where he died a short

CTIRE FREE

time after of a .22 caliber pistol
wound of the neck.
Moody was arrested by Fulton
police shortly after the shooting
which occurred In front of a
house located between the Club
Tapador and Mose Patton's cafe
in Missionary Bottom.
Moody, currently in Fulton
City jail, will be moved to Fulton County jail in Hickman. He
will be the subject of a preliminary hearing before County
Judge James Menees on Friday.
Fisher, a native of Humboldt,
Tenn., lived at a motel near the
scene of the shooting and was
employed at the box factory in
Martin, Tenn.

Power Cushion POLYGLAS Tire

•78 Series size with low profile
for
steady ride. steering
• Broader footprint traction
contact
than comparable conventional
size
tires. Two Polyester cord body
plies,
non-flat spotting, two fiberglas
s belts
suppress tread-squirming wear
and
maintain traction effectiveness

OPPORTUNITY IS KNOCKING
The Henry I. Siegel plants, Fulton, Ky.,
and South Fulton, Tenn., need sewing machine

Regular
Price
tees

legator
Price for
3 Tees

4th Tire
FitI

Fla Fed. I
Ia. Tax
Per Tire
on 4 Tires
Na Trade

$118.80 4th Tire FREE
.1 90
$119.25 4th Tire FREE
$2.15
$123.90 4th Tire FREE
$2.35
$131.25 4th Tire FREI
U.55
9143.5$ 4th Tire FREE
$2.67
$157.50 4th Tire FREE
$2.93
$178.80 4th Tire FREE
$3.18
$131.25 4th Tire FREE
$2.61
$14355 4th Yin FREE
$3.77
$157.50 4th Tire FREE
$2.98
$178.80 4th Tire FREE
$3.01
91111.65 4th Tire FREE
$2.90
$185.29 4th Tire FREE
$3.06
FREE NOONTIME ON ALL TIRES

VII SIR RUN MICR MIRAN Because
of an expected heavy demand for
Goodyear thee, we may run out of some
sizes during this eller, but we will be
happy to order your size et the sdrertIsed
price and Issue yea a rain check for
future delivery of the merchandise.

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
USE OUR EAS

Ky. plant 472-2321.
We are an equal opportunity employer.

100 WEST STATE LINE

Y PAY PLAN!

PHONE 472-1000

MAN 0
need Ha
area. Ft
earn $3
tact-M,
Main Si
Phone

Train
trucks,
You can
hour, a!
aperien
terview
615-242
Dept., i
Termina
Avenue.
37210.

700.13
539.60
G78-14
S39.75
178-14
$41.30
F78-14
543.75
078-14
$47.85
1178-14
$52.50
/7844
$59.60
F711-15
143.75
G7S-15
547.85
1178-15
$5250
178-15
159.60
900-15
$60.55
915-15
$61.75

NUNITI SALE ENOS SAMMY MUT
GOODYEAR -THE ONLY MAKER OF
POLYOLAIVTIRES

operators. Experience is not necessary. Apply
in person or call the personnel administrator.
South Fulton, Tenn. plant 479-1431 or Fulton,

Whitewall
wa
Tiny.,,
Size

RENT
and olfi
CITY SI
St.

SEMI

when you buy three at regular price
...

PRIMA
WHITEWALLS

Fulton

FULTON, KENTUCKY'

Tires and batteries priced competitiv
ely at the following Dealer:
CHARLES R. BENNETT GOODYEAR
4th & Depot Fulton, Ky.

Says
Nee
May An
To Do
Darns
didate
Chattanca
that "it
taxpayen
housewift
the state
Mrs,
served bi
of Reins
said "It'
change in
moirt boo
She ask
°Moneta,
"
women in
ernment
race be
haven't
very muc
Anothe
torial Ca
Emerson,
Monday ft
quarters
would be
IFOSOTTIOT

August Furniture Sale
Coolerafor

Lawson
Gas Heaters

ROOM AIR CONDITIONERS

20,000 BTU $279.95
23,000 BTU $329.95
26,000 BTU $359.95

RADIANT FRONT
AUTOMATIC THERMOSTAT

70,000 BTU .. $126.00

Price Includes:WINDOW INSTALLATION
SERVICE

i

2- PIECE

Odd Box Springs

4- MARBLE TABLES

FULL OR TWIN SIZE

Coffee, 2- End Tables

As LOW As

$24.50

$88.88

Less Than 1/2 Price

1- Cigarette
ALL FOUR $109.95

Living Room Suites

CARPETS
HEAVY SHAG
COMMERCIAL
ACRILAN

WE PAD IT! INSTALL IT!
GUARANTEE IT!

DISHWASHER
$164.00

-UNDERCOUNTER

5- Piece
MAPLE DINETTE
TABLE -4- CHAIRS

$104.95

Store Wide Prices Reduced 40% & More
EASY TERMS
Phone

472-1511

I WITH WADI A

$4.99
$3.99
$5.50

Come to meetthe trade-iii

"It is o
iota& with
state tha
bring abc
leaden:Mt
of the p
banging 11
their miss
ellminati
a dream,'
"When
can exert
state with
4 million
change ha
In oth
ments, J

Fulton, Ky.
comparatively
could give much
to our already
problems," Jar.
it his Campaign
Tennessee have
. state has an
'may gap" that
the better-publi.
a and credibility
Gubernatorial
eld Dunn, mean.
s campaign to
he charged that
is particular
state" has been
iroblems of poor
tate highway de.

-State and local
soared to a !Ugh
last year, an inbillion over 1968.
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Only 5C per word
to reach
6,500 Homes I
RENT Wheelchairs, crutches
and other convalescent aids at
CITY SUPER DRUG 408 Lake
Fulton, Ky
MAT'Z OR WOMAN. Families
need Rawleigh service in your
area. Full or part time. Can
earn $3 50 hourly and up Contact-Milton Babcock, 223 East
Main St., Freeport, Ill. 61032
Phone 815-232-4101.

State Senator Mince H. Hamilton Jr. of Union City, widely
mentioned as a choice for lieutenant governor next year, has
assistant state
been named
campaign coordinator for gubernatorial
candidate John Jay
Hooker with responsibilities In
four West Tennessee counties.
Sen. Hamilton's duties include
assisting in the formation
of
Hooker for Governor committees and coordinating their activities in Henry, Lake, °Won
and Weakley counties.
In announcing the appointment,
Mr. Hooker said: "I welcome the
endorsement of Sen. Hamilton.
His support elll be a great help

Train NOW to drive semi
trucks, local and over the road.
You can earn over $4.00 per
hour, after short training. No
experience necessary. For interview and application, call
615-242-3439, or write Safety
Dept., United Systems, Inc.,
Terminal Bldg.. 404 Arlington
Avenue, Nashville, Tennessee,
37210.

tES

TUCKY.

--$4.99
_ _ $3.99
-- $5.50
IT!

SaysTennessee
Needs Her
May Andecon Propcses
To lb Shopping For Slate
Democratic gubernatorial can.
didate Mary Anderson told a
Chattanooga audience Monday
that "It might be good for the
taxpayers to have a mother and
housewife to do the shopping for
the state of Tennessee."
Mrs. Anderson, who has
served both in the state House
of Representatives and Senate,
said "It's time for a dramatic
change in the state's highest and
most honorable position."
She added that all her male
opponents were promising to put
women in the top levels of government until she entered the
race but since then "they
haven't stressed that point
very much."
Another Democratic gubernatorial candidate, Ralph Waldo
Emerson, issued a statement
Monday from his Nashville head.
quarters in which he said he
would be a "people-oriented"
governor if elected.
„ "it is obvious through my cco.
Ttact with the voters all over the
state that they are eager to
bring about honest, dependable
leadership, but with the history
of the present administration
hanging like a dark cloud over
their minds, they feel that the
elimination of this machhie is
a dream," said Emerson.
"Mien a handful of politicians
can exert total control over a
state with a population of nearly
4 malice people, it's obvious a
change has to take place."
In other campaign develop.
manta, John Jay Hooker Jr.

SUNDAY
9 am. - 7 pm.
MONDAY Thru THURSDAY 8 am.- 8 pm.
FRIDAY. SATURDAY
8 am.- 9 pm.

4 F RyERs.s.iNspvEEcTEMDE
TISSUE
RoAST
ELs
TO
.
8
50
PEACHES
Aco
HAmBuRGERc3, 59
59more
PICKLES 49
55
TIDE
S
3TALLCAN
S490
69C
STEAK
MILK
sugar
Hens
Oil
c...
55
lobri 09
90
99
99
HAM
DRINKS
PRUNE
490
5
4
9c CORN 3
SAUSAGE
MEAT
BOLOGN
A
CLEANER SIZE
COCKTA
IL
4
79
2
39c
PEAS
JOWLS
MEAT 2
POTATOES
FRANKS 49
WALDORF

WHOLE LB

VIVA PAPER
jb039c
with coupon

MISS LIBERTY

.No.
2 1/2
CANS

N SLICED RINDLESS

1

F
FRESH
RIRob
b

City Tire Co.
lot W.

ATTENTION HUNTERS
12-Ga. high velocity, Reg. $4.40

$3.25

16-Ga. high velocity, Reg. $4.05

$3.25

20-Ga. high velocity, Reg. $3.85

$3.05

12-Ga. Reg. load.

Reg. $3.75

$3.05

16-Ga. Reg. load,

Reg. $3.35

$2.85

Reg. $3.10

$2.75

Ruling Coats And Other Supplies

Western Auto Store
FULTON, KY.

FRESH SLICED

Carnation
Evaporated

PORK

lb

01111=ft

-CHICKEN PARTS-

GODCHAUX

GRADE "A" FRESH

Sib.
bag

FROZEN
5 to 7 avg.
lb.

24 ounce bottle

550

A
.in

SHASTA

BREAST

Lb. 59c

THIGHS

Lb. 55c

LEGS

Lb. 55c

WINGS

Lb. 29c

[
BACKS I NECKS
Fresh

case of 24

LIVER

Lb. 89c

GIZZARDS

Lb. 39c

BREAKFAST SLICED

LADY BETTY JUICE

I

Lb. 15c

Fresh

QUART

lb.

BOTTLE

Teenie Weenie W.K.,or golden
cream style.

KELLY'S LUNCHEON

2
lbs.
or
more
lb.
OLD FASHIONED LARGE
COUNTRY STYLE

303
CANS

ll
12 ounce cani

TOP JOB 13C off

HUNT'S FRUIT

Wolco B.E. 8./ Purple Hull

IENN
GI
A
VA
MO
U
S
UR
AR
S
A

by the
e

300 $11
cans

T5
60

lb.

SUGAR CURED

BY THE
PIECE,
LB.

2303
CANS

CANS

ARMOUR POTTED

DIXIE DANDY SWEET

4% Oh A

ARMOUR SKINLESS

0z
3 1/2 2)0

12 oz.
pkg.

2
c72 Z

CANS

Salmon TriNoN!Al Ice Milk
65c

LILY
PINK
NO. 1
TALL
CAN

15

MORTON'S

eat Pies 58p-k $

TURNER'S

CHUM
NO. 1
TALL
CAN

6 1/2-oz.
CAN

3
°
9

45o ish

HALF
GALLON

TRADE WINDS
*dup
14-779
911

FOLGERS INSTANT

Detergent
VINEGAR
CATSUP

COFFEE
49t
ROLLS
39 BREAD

BitoTtrlte

49
10-oz JAR $11
ns
iioNNS
1:
ri

Gal.
Jug,

HUNT'S

serve

DOZ

25t PEAS

ROUND
TOP

3

LB.
.
I
ak

HOME GROWN

MISS LIBERTY

26 ounce

dozen

FRESH PURPLE HULL

MISS LIBERTY

ALTON DISTILLED

bottle

See Us For Your

C

69c

GIANT PKG.

LIQUID CHARM
(PETERS SHELLS)

TF.NTW.R SMOKED
BUTT
SHANK
PORTION
PORTION
lb.
lb.

DETERGENT 69c

UN.MILTON HAMILTON
to my campaign in West Tennessee and all over the state. He
has proven himself a man of
outstanding ability in his years
In the legislature, and I appreciate his willingness to help me in
this campaign."
In giving his support to Mr.
Hooker, Sen. Hamilton
said:
"I am supporllng John Hooker
for Governor because I feel he
will supply progressive leadership for the State of Tennessee.
"As a Democrat I feel he provides the refreshing idea
of
trying to unify the Democratic
party of this state. John Jay
Is sincere in his desire to be
our governor and to provide the
leadership to acquire new Industry in order to have Jobs for our
people.
"I personally think he has the
ability towork harmoniously with
labor, management, rural and
urban groups, black and white
and especially the young people. I
am convinced he wants to treat
all sections of this great state
equitably."
Sen. Hamilton, 38, was elected
to a four-year term as state senator for the 240 district In
1968. He served In the House of
Representatives from 1964 until
his election as senator.
He is currently vice-chairman of the Fiscal Review Committee and chairman of the budget sub-committee in the Senate.

WANTED!

LAKE STREET

U.S. CHOICE
CHUCK
First Cut
Lb.

HOLIDAY
SWEET Quart
WHOLE
Jar

1
1

44.

NT25 II

Rolls40

with coupon

HUNT'S

Picked UP the editorial endorsement of the Clarksvllle Leaf.
Chronicle in his race for governor.
The editorial endorsement of
the Oak Ridger Monday went to
Sen, Albert Gore, 11)-Tenn., for
renomination by the state's
Democrats. The Oak Ridger also
picked Rep. William E. Brock,
Ft-Tenn., to be Gore's GOP op.
ponent.
Cars With Square Tires
In endorsing Hooker, the
Chronicle noted It had endorsed
' 1)
Gov. Buford Ellington in 1966, but
added: "today we think that of
the 12 candidates John J. Hook.
Qv
cr
er Jr., is the best
the simple
fact is that he is the only one
1
1
who can unify the Democratic
and provide Tennessee
1:14ES TRUErD1 Party
with dynamic leadership ..."
The Oak Meer said in its
endorsements, "while they di&
Wheels Balanced / fer sharply on many issues,
Gore and Brock have in common
II
2
valuable Congressional expert.
eoce
and a high level of ability
ALIGNFD/
WHEELS
and Integrity."
Gore also received the en.
lorsement of the Nashville Ten.
nessean Monday morning. The
Tennessean said Gore has "la.
State Line
tared effectively for his state
B. NAM - Pb. 478-2741 s owlfor the interests of its people.

20-Ga. Reg. load,

IBERTY

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quaniies

Rolls

SEMI DRIVERS NEEDED

Phis P.C.
ta Tax
Per Ti,.
en 4 Tim
Me Trade
needed
.190
EE
CC -12.15
EE
$2.35
Et
$2.55
Et
$2.67
Et $213
EC $2.6.
1E
52.61
EE
$2.77
EC
$2.911
IC
$3.011
Et 52.50
It $3-06
Is

STORE HOURS:

Sen. Hamilton
So MUCH..Aids Hooker
for so LITTLE...
CLASSIFIED ADS

20
ounce
loaves

$1TOMATOES

lb I Ye

r•••••••••••••#••••••••••••*•••••••••••••,••••••••••••
.
LIBERTY COUPON
0
LIBERTY COUPON
.
t
LIBERTY COUPON
LIBERTY COUPON
2
.VIVA PAPER
.WALDORF
•
(SAVE MN
.
TOWELS Jumbo Rolls-39C
.'TISSUE
4 Rolls
4c
COFFEE - Mate non • dairy 29c I

i

With Coupon

and $5.00 additional

pur.

chase. Excluding Tobacco and Dairy pro-

With Coupon and 95 00 Additional Purchase. Excluding Tobacco and Dairy products

CREAMER

14-ox. Jar
WITH COUPON

;WATERMELONS

.

49c.

4
•
4•••••••••••••••••••••...•••••••••••••••••t••••••••••••4
.lucts-

(Vold After August 4tia)

(Void After August Oh.)

(Void After August 4111‘.)

(Void Aftor August 4th.)

NNW
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SWING INTO THE 70's AND YOU'LL SAVE MORE WITH

p

SAVII

NB

at E. W. JAMES & SONS SUPERMARKET!
U.S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED

REELFOOT

SMOKED

FRYERS
250

PICNICS

WITH OTHER PURCHASES
••••• THUR., FRI. & SAT. me.

GIANT SIZE

IVORY LIQUID

49c

lb.

WHOLE

WHOLE

0:;A

PEACHES

.„)(),. $1

21 2 Size

For

FRYER (Halves)
FRYER (Quarters)
ROASTING CHICKENS
BREAST
LEGS & THIGHS
WINGS
BACKS
LEGS
THIGHS
NECKS

6 TO 8
POUND
AVERAGE

IlY1)1.

59c

Lb. 29c
Lb. 29c

WHOLE OR HALF SLAB

l'Alil<

BRoz.EAD
10
3Loaf 0

Lb. 69c

BOSTON BUTTS

Lb. 49c

PORK STEAK

Lb. 79c

PORK BRAINS

Lb. 49c

BEEF LIVER

Lb. 69c

LuNcHilEATs poRKsAusAGE
BRUNDIDGE

,

390

ASSORTED
FLAVORS

lb. 690
..

Lb. 79c
KREY

VIENNA SAUSAGE

4'((;1''

Lb.

and additional $5.00 purchase excluding
milk and tobacco products.
FAMILY SIZE

SCOPE

SI

I7-oz.

$1.19

INSTANT SHAVE

11-oz. —.

CHASE e.

I.7-oz.

10c

INSTANHi;TJarCOFFEE
109

CHEE
19CC

and additional
$5.00 purchase
excluding milk &
tobacco products.
-COUPON GOOD-Jul 30th - Aug. 5th.
LIMIT I
COUPON
PER FAMILY

ORANGE SLICES

CRACKERS

I-Lb. 29c

BONUS SAVING COUPON
6 oz
SAVE 204:
eleemate. fi
NON-DAIRY A
CREAMER

90

HAIR SPRAY

SHOWBOAT

H/
1
2 4 I/. 10
0

Can
U-OZ. PARAMOUNT

HYDEMAYONNAISE

SWEET PICKLES

97c

SNOWDRIFT

39c

Qt 490

29c
69c

HYDE PARK

79c

13-oz.

59c

PEARS

29-oz. 2For

BISCUITS

6 For

59c

9
9
I4

FRESH SHELLED

PURPLE
HULL
Lb. U
PEAS

FANCY SWEET

FRESH SHELLED

Lb.

EXTRA GOOD TASTING

FREDONIA 1946
(;RAPES Lb.
V

IT TAKES A. $10.00 PURCHASE TO GET BOTH $5.00 PURCH
ASE LISTED IN AD

SONS]
8

SUPERMARKET

MARGARINE

5
39,

SPANISH
ONIONS3Lbs.

0
lb.

SOIJTHEH'Z BELLE STICK

89c

EXTRA
EXTRA
SWO
ED
ET WATERMEL
ONS SWEET
GO
GOOD
TASTING
TASTING

BUTTER
BEANS

2 Lb.$1.09

STOKELY'S

0000 AT LW. James & Sons THRU Aug. 5th.
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER FAMILY • CASH VALUE Vio O'F

WE ACCEPT U. S.
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

I4-oz.

DISHWASHING LIQUID

E

MERIT

E.W. JAMES & SONS
SOUTH FULTON, TENN

49c

CINDERELLA

A

CHEESE

20 Oz.

42-0L

LISTERINE

$1

VELVE ETA

32-0Z. SWAN

14-0Z.

ICE TEA MIX

3"4c)(1'

BUNTE

COLGATE

NESTEA

REG. SIZE

SLICED BACON
LIMIT I COUPON
PER FAMILY

TOMATO JUICE

"WITH THIS COUPON"

REELFOOT HOUSER VALLEY

COFFEE

STOKELY'S

:.00 SIZE

"WITH THIS COUPON"
OLD JUDGE

10c

PORK &BEANS

Pkg.

For/39

For4

ROYAL GELATIN

SLAB BACON

-- - Lb
'33c
_ Lb. 59c
_ Lb. 49c
Lb. 33c
Lb. 19c
Lb- 59c
_ Lb. 49c
_ Lb. 10c

REELFOOT
SLICED
6 OZ. PKG. •

ati

3.02.

REELFOOT

KRAFT MIRACLE WHIP

SALAD DRESSING Quart

ORANGE DRINK

3
490

lb.
ilk OFF

C

lbs. $01

moz. STOKELNT'S

GATARADE

39c
STORE COUPON 1106.

IMIIMMINEMIE

,

Robin Hood
Flour
with this coupon
4.
lb.

FLUUR

bag
AT

59

Aug. 5th.
E.W. Janus & Boos

THIS COOPON 0000 THOR

•

WE ACCEPT U. S.
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

